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Abstract

Feature selection, representation and extraction are integral to statistical pattern recognition
systems. Usually features are represented as vectors that capture expert knowledge of measurable discriminative properties of the classes to be distinguished. The feature selection
process entails manual expert involvement and repeated experiments. Automatic feature
selection is necessary when (i) expert knowledge is unavailable, (ii) distinguishing features
among classes cannot be quantified, or (iii) when a fixed length feature description cannot
faithfully reflect all possible variations of the classes as in the case of sequential patterns
(e.g. time series data). Automatic feature selection and extraction are also useful when
developing pattern recognition systems that are scalable across new sets of classes. For
example, an OCR designed with explicit feature selection process for the alphabet of one
language usually does not scale to an alphabet of another language.
One approach to avoiding explicit feature selection is to use a (dis)similarity representation instead of a feature vector representation. The training set is represented by a similarity
matrix and new objects are classified based on their similarity with samples in the training
set. A suitable similarity measure can also be used to increase the classification efficiency
of traditional classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
In this thesis we establish new techniques for sequential pattern recognition without
explicit feature extraction for applications where: (i) a robust similarity measure exists to

distinguish classes and (ii) the classifier (such as SVM) utilizes a similarity measure for
both training and evaluation. We investigate the use of similarity measures for applications
such as on-line signature verification and on-line handwriting recognition. Paucity of training samples can render the traditional training methods ineffective as in the case of on-line
signatures where the number of training samples is rarely greater than 10. We present a new
regression measure (ER2 ) that can classify multi-dimensional sequential patterns without
the need for training with large number of prototypes. We use ER2 as a preprocessing filter
in cases when sufficient training prototypes are available in order to speedup the SVM evaluation. We demonstrate the efficacy of a two stage recognition system by using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) in the supervised
classification framework of SVM. We present experiments with off-line digit images where
the pixels are simply ordered in a predetermined manner to simulate sequential patterns.
The Generalized Regression Model (GRM) is described to deal with the unsupervised classification (clustering) of sequential patterns.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Pattern Recognition (PR) is one of the classical disciplines of Artificial Intelligence
in computer science. It primarily involves three steps (Fig. 1 a): 1) data acquisition and
preprocessing, 2) data representation and 3) decision making. In the first step, the raw pattern is preprocessed and normalized. The second step includes feature extraction/selection,
where the pattern is represented as a set of features. While feature selection can be (semi)automatic [30], feature extraction usually assumes that the features have predefined meaning. In order to select discriminative features, numerous handcrafted experiments have to
be conducted. For example, the Gradient, Structure, Concavity (GSC) features for handwritten digits were achieved after many experiments by researchers at CEDAR[26]. The
third step in PR involves the classification decision making. The design of a classifier has
been extensively studied. There are several classifiers available, such as Nearest Neighbor
(NN), Neural Networks, Decision Trees and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Since most
current classifiers can be efficiently adapted to any application and the data preprocessing
stage is relatively simple, the complex part of PR system is actually the feature extrac-
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Figure 1.1: a) The basic procedure of recognition with explicit feature extraction. b) The
procedure of recognition with implicit feature extraction.

tion stage. In this thesis, we explore a methodology to circumvent the difficult stage of
feature definition, selection and extraction by directly inputting the raw data (with simple
preprocessing) to the classifier, as show in Fig. 1 b).
In order to minimize human involvement in the design of a PR system, we can either use
automatic feature selection and extraction or let the classifier absorb the function of feature
extraction. The former method leads to automatic feature extraction, which is intrinsically
tied to feature selection. The latter leads to featureless classification [23, 24]. While feature
selection and extraction have been extensively studied in many application domains, such
as handwriting, bioinformatics and multimedia, the approach of featureless classification is
relatively new [54].
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We will review featureless classification in section 1.1 and define the notion of a sequential pattern in section 1.2. These sections will serve as the motivation of this thesis :
Sequential Pattern Classification without Explicit Feature Extraction.

1.1 Featureless Classification

Traditional pattern classification deals with objects represented in feature space. That is,
the objects to be clustered or classified are represented in terms of features that are intrinsic to the object. The advantage of this approach is that it can make the representation
of the object compact. However, in many applications, objects, such as handwritten characters/words, graphs and gene sequences, cannot be easily represented in a feature space
without adding additional constraints. For example, representing all the scripts in the world
at the same time in a feature space is nearly impossible. At the same time defining features
for one script at a time is quite challenging and costly. Further, the objects with graph representations lack a canonical order or correspondence between nodes. Therefore, graphs
are hard to represent in a feature vector. Even if a vector mapping can be established, the
vectors would be of variable length and thus not belong to a single feature space.
The drawbacks of feature-based classification is a strong motivation for (dis)similaritybased classification, also called featureless classification (Duin et al. [23]). When the
objects are hard to represent in form of feature vectors, it is often easier to obtain a similarity/dissimilarity measure and evaluate pairwise (dis)similarities between the objects.
Recently, there has been considerable interest in (dis)similarity-based techniques, both
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for developing and studying new effective distances or similarities between non vectorial
entities, such as graphs, sequences and structures. By using (dis)similarity measures, the
classification algorithm can be kept generic and independent of the actual data representation. Thus, the approaches based on (dis)similarity measures are readily applicable even to
problems that do not have a natural embedding in a uniform feature space, as in the case
of clustering of structural or sequential patterns. Pairwise classification algorithms, such
as kernel methods [9], spectral clustering techniques/graph partitioning and self-organizing
maps, implicitly utilize the (dis)similarities between entities, even when the objects are represented by feature vectors. Therefore, (dis)similarity-based techniques are more general
than feature-based techniques.
Duin et al. discussed the possibility of training statistical pattern recognizers based on
a distance representation of the objects instead of a feature representation [23]. Distances
or similarities are used between the unknown objects to be classified with a selected subset
of the training objects. In this approach, the feature selection task is substituted by the task
of finding good similarity measures. Their approach is to directly use the similarity matrix
which is required by Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The training of SVM explicitly
uses a similarity measure via a kernel function. The actual representation of data is not
significant in SVM. What SVM needs for training is a similarity measure and the pairwise similarities between training objects. Therefore, SVM naturally supports featureless
classification.
Mottl et al. applied the featureless pattern recognition methodology to the problem of
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protein fold classification [54]. They measure the likelihood of two proteins having the
same evolutionary origin by computing the alignment score between two amino acid sequences. To solve the problem of determining the membership of a protein given by amino
acid sequence in one of preset fold classes, the set of all feasible amino acid sequences are
treated as a subset of isolated points in a Hilbert space, in which the linear operations and
inner product are defined in an arbitrary and unknown manner.
The concept of featureless PR is relatively new. One might argue that the featureless
approach uses the object itself as feature and thus strictly speaking, is not ”featureless”.
Notwithstanding the name of the technique, the concept is promising. For example, there
are many features that have been proposed for handwritten character recognition in recent
decades and more are continually being invented. Do we really need so many features?
We want to answer such questions by avoiding the costly feature definition procedure.
The emphasis of this thesis is on exploring the featureless PR in the domain of sequential
patterns.

1.2 Sequential Pattern

A pattern is a compact and semantically rich representation of raw data. A Sequential
Pattern is the kind of pattern whose attributes are organized in some linear order. Typical
examples of sequential patterns are Time Series data, on-line handwritten characters/words,
on-line signatures, etc. Mining sequential patterns from large databases is also an important
problem in data mining [5]. In this thesis, we focus on those patterns whose attributes
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are naturally ordered in a sequence, such as on-line handwritten characters and on-line
signatures.

1.3 Sequential Pattern Classification without Explicit Feature Extraction

Sequential Pattern Classification without Explicit Feature Extraction is realizable under two
conditions: (i) a robust similarity measure must exist which matches two sequential patterns
directly. (ii) a classifier that can be seamlessly integrated with the similarity measure. Thus,
the contributions of this thesis are two-fold: presenting an intuitive similarity measure for
sequential pattern matching and seamlessly integrating a state-of-the-art learning machine
such as SVM classifier with the similarity measure.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 serves as an introduction of background and
motivation. In Chapter 2, we propose ER2 as a similarity measure for sequential patterns.
In Chapter 3, we describe one application of ER2 in on-line signature verification. Chapter 4 presents an on-line handwritten character recognition method using ER2 and SVM.
Chapter 5 presents an implicit feature extraction method for off-line digit images where
the pixels are simply ordered to simulate sequential patterns. In Chapter 6, we propose the
Generalized Regression Model (GRM) for unsupervised sequence classification. Finally,
Chapter 7 draws conclusions and outlines future work.
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Chapter 2
DIRECT SIMILARITY MEASURE

One simple implementation of featureless pattern recognition can be realized by direct
pattern matching. Direct similarity measure matches two objects in their original representations without explicit feature extraction. If we can define a direct similarity measure for
the objects, a featureless classification can be implemented in the framework of the nearestneighbor classifier. In this chapter, we present a direct and intuitive similarity measure that
can be used for matching sequential patterns.

2.1 Background and Related Works

Sequence analysis has attracted research interest in a wide range of applications. Stock
trends, on-line handwritten characters/words, medical monitoring data such as ERG, etc.,
can be represented in form of sequential patterns. While matching/sub-matching [71, 5],
indexing [4, 34], clustering [57, 47] and rule discovery [17] are the fundamental techniques
used in this field, the core problem remains to be that of defining the similarity measure.
Several methods exist for measuring the (dis)similarity of two sequences. We briefly describe four commonly used methods and present their drawbacks.
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2.1.1

Lp norms

Given two sequences X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ] and Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ], Lp norms are defined
1

p p
as Lp(X,Y ) = (∑N
i=1 |xi − yi | ) [2, 78]. When p=2, this reduces to commonly used Eu-

clidean distance. Lp norms are straightforward and easy to compute. However, in many
cases such as in shifting and scaling, the distance of two sequences cannot reflect the ”real”
(dis)similarity between them. Suppose sequence X1 = [1, 2, · · · , 10] and X2 = [101, 102, · · · , 110].
X2 is the result of shifting X1 by 100, i.e., adding 100 to each element of X1 . Although Lp
distance between X1 and X2 is large, they can be considered similar in many applications
[27, 14]. The same is true in the case of scaling. For example, let X2 = βX1 , where β
is a scaling factor. In some applications, X2 is still considered to be similar to X1 . Unfortunately, Lp norms cannot capture these types of similarity. Furthermore, Lp distance
has meaning only in the relative sense when used to measure (dis)similarity. That is, a
distance between two sequences X1 and X2 alone (e.g., Distance(X1 , X2 ) = 95.5) does not
convey how (dis)similar X1 and X2 are, unless we have another distance to compare. For
example, Distance(X1 , X3 ) = 100.5 > 95.5 could mean that X1 is ”more similar” to X2 than
to X3 . Thus, Lp norms as measure of (dis)similarity has two disadvantages: (i) it cannot capture similarity in applications that involve shifting and scaling and (ii) the distance
has meaning only in a relative sense. One could use the mean-deviation normalization
→
−
( X = (X − mean(X))/std(X)) to overcome the shifting and scaling factors. However, it
does not tell what the shifting and scaling factors are. Those factors might be exactly what
we need for sequences analysis. While it may appear that the scaling factor β1 between
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Y and X is

std(Y )
std(X) ,

this is true only under the condition that Y and X have an exact linear

relation of the form Y = β0 + β1 X [47].

2.1.2 Transforms

Fourier Transform and Wavelet Transform are commonly used for sequence analysis [62,
69, 11]. Both transforms can concentrate most of the energy a small region of the frequency domain, thus allowing for the process to be carried out in a small region with few
coefficients, reducing the dimension and saving computational time. Transforms are used
primarily for feature extraction and therefore the task of defining some type of similarity
measure still remains.

2.1.3 Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [7, 79, 40] defines the distance between sequences Xi =
[x1 , x2 , · · · , xi ] and Y j = [y1 , y2 , · · · , y j ] as D(i, j) = |xi −yi |+min{D(i−1, j), D(i, j −1), D(i−
1, j − 1)}. This distance can be computed using dynamic programming. It has the advantage that it can tolerate some local non-alignment in the time phase so that the two sequences do not have to begin with the same length. DTW is generally more robust and
flexible than Lp norms. However, it has the same disadvantages as Lp norms. It is sensitive
to shifting and scaling and the warping distance has meaning only in a relative sense.
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2.1.4

Linear relation

Linear transform is of the form Y = β0 + β1 X [27, 14]. Sequence X is said to be similar to Y
if we can determine β0 and β1 so that the Distance(Y, β0 + β1 X) is minimized below a given
threshold. Chu et al. solve the scaling factor β1 and shifting offset β0 from a geometrical
standpoint [14]. However, the distance again has meaning only in a relative sense.

2.2 Linear Regression

Linear regression analysis originated from statistics and has been widely used in econometrics [53, 77]. For example, to test the linear relation between consumption Y and income
X, we can establish the linear model as:
Y = β0 + β1 X + u

(2.1)

The variable u is called the error term and relation (2.1) is called ”the regression of Y on
X”. Given a set of sample data, X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ] and Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ], β0 and β1
can be estimated in the sense of the minimum-sum-of-squared-error. That is, a line, called
regression line, can be found in the Y -X space, to fit the points (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), · · · , (xN , yN ).
N
2
2
We need to determine β0 and β1 such that ∑N
i=1 ui = ∑i=1 (yi − β0 − β1 xi ) is minimized

(Fig. 6.1 a ). Using first order conditions, β0 and β1 can be solved as follows:

β1 =

β0 = y − β1 x

(2.2)

∑N
i=1 (xi − x)(yi − y)
2
∑N
i=1 (xi − x)

(2.3)
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where x and y denote the average of sequence X and Y respectively.
After obtaining β0 and β1 , one could pose a question: how well does the regression line
fit the data? In order to answer such a question, R-squared is defined as:

2
∑N
i=1 ui
R = 1− N
∑i=1 (yi − y)2
2

(2.4)

2
[∑N
i=1 (xi − x)(yi − y)]
2 N
2
∑N
i=1 (xi − x) ∑i=1 (yi − y)

(2.5)

From (2.4) we can further derive:

R2 =

The value of R2 is always between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the better the
regression line fits the data points. Thus, R2 is a measure for the Goodness-of-fit.
The regression model described by 2.1 is called the Simple Regression Model, as it
involves only one independent variable X and one dependent variable Y . We can add more
independent variables to the model as follows:
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + · · · + βK XK + u

(2.6)

The regression model described by 2.6 is called the Multiple Regression Model. β0 , β1 , · · · , βK
can be estimated using the first order conditions.
R2 has following properties:
• Reflexivity, i.e., R2 (X, X) = 1.

• Symmetry, i.e., R2 (X,Y ) = R2 (Y, X).
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Figure 2.1: Two pairs of sequences. R2 (X1 , X2 ) = 0.91(91%) and R2 (X3 , X4 ) = 0.31(31%).
X1 and X2 have high similarity because the points in c) are distributed along a line. X3 and
X4 have low similarity with scattered distribution in f).

• R2 ∈ [0, 1]. The closer the value is to 1, more are the number of points that fall along
the regression line indicating a stronger linear relation between the two sequences.
R2 = 1 means the two sequences have a perfect linear relation, while R2 = 0 means
they have no linear relation at all.
Based on the properties above, R2 is a good measure for similarity. Fig. 2.1 shows
examples of two pairs of 1-dimensional sequences (with length 400) illustrating high (low)
R2 value means high (low) similarity. Thus, given two sequences, R2 directly indicates their
similarity.
R2 has an intrinsic relation with the normalized Euclidean distance by mean-deviation.
Let ν(X) denote the normalized version of X by mean-deviation, i.e., ν(X) = (X −X)/σ(X).
Let D2 (X,Y ) denote the Euclidean distance between sequence X and Y , then we have the
following equation:
D2 (ν(X), ν(Y )) =

p

2N(1 − r),

(2.7)
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where r is the Pearson’s coefficient, R2 = r2 and N is the length of the sequence. The proof
is as follows.

N

[D2 (ν(X), ν(Y )]2 = ∑ (
=

xi − X yi −Y 2
−
)
σ(X)
σ(Y )

i=1
N
∑i=1 (xi − X)2
σ(X)2

2
∑N
i=1 (yi −Y )
σ(Y )2
∑N (xi − X)(yi −Y )
−2 i=1
σ(X)σ(Y )

+

= N + N − 2Nr = 2N(1 − r)

Note that σ(X) =

1
N

2
∑N
i=1 (xi − X) .

After performing the mean-deviation normalization, the shifting and scaling factors are
discarded [14]. In fact, normalization loses the information of the shifting and scaling
factors. From equations of (2.2) and (2.3), we can see that both β0 and β1 are more sophisticated than what we can obtain from normalization. Only under the exact linear relation
(R2 = 1), we can derive β1 =

σ(Y )
σ(X)

according to (2.3) and (2.5). However, such an exact

linear relation rarely exists in real applications.

2.3 ER2 : Extended R-squared

Unfortunately, R2 is applicable only to 1-dimensional sequences, but in real applications,
sequences are often multi-dimensional. For example, the on-line handwritten character
sequences are multi-dimensional, including at least the X-, Y-coordinates. To match a pair
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Figure 2.2: Similarities by ER2 between on-line handwritten characters. The similarities
between same class of characters are intuitively high.
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34.95%

98.42%

5.20%

36.28%

30.72%

44.35%

0.44%

18.95%

96.75%

1.54%

00.06%

1.09%

Figure 2.3: Similarities by ER2 between artificial 2D shapes. The similarities between
visually similar objects are intuitively high.

of D-dimensional sequences, ER2 (Extended R-squared) is defined as:
2

ER =

[∑Dj=1 (∑ni=1 (x ji − X j )(y ji −Y j ))]2
∑Dj=1 ∑ni=1 (x ji − X j )2 ∑Dj=1 ∑ni=1 (y ji −Y j )2

(2.8)

where X j (Y j ) is the average of the j-th dimension of sequence X (Y ).
ER2 has properties similar to R2 , i.e., reflexivity, symmetry and ER2 ∈ [0, 1]. ER2 measures multidimensional sequences and directly indicates how similar they are. This is in
contrast to the Euclidean or DTW distances which are not as intuitive.
Sequential pattern classification can benefit from ER2 as the similarity metric. Fig. 2.2
shows some examples of similarities by ER2 between on-line handwritten characters. The
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similarities between characters of the same class are intuitively high (all above 88%), while
similarities between different characters are low (all below 70%). Fig. 2.3 shows examples
on several artificial 2D shapes.

2.4 Chapter Summary
Similarity measure ER2 is defined for direct sequential pattern matching. ER2 is extended
from R2 which is the Goodness-of-fit in linear regression. The meaning of similarity by
ER2 for 2D shapes and on-line handwritten characters is intuitive.
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Chapter 3
ON-LINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION USING ER2

In this chapter, ER2 (Extended R-squared) is presented as a similarity measure for online signature verification. SLR (Simple Linear Regression) defines R2 as a measure of
the goodness-of-fit. We have observed that R2 is an intuitive similarity measure for 1dimensional sequences [47]. However, many kinds of sequences are multidimensional,
such as on-line signature sequences, 2D curves, etc. Therefore, we extend R2 to ER2 for
multidimensional sequence matching. Coupled with optimal alignment, ER2 outperforms
DTW-based curve matching on on-line signature verification.

3.1 On-line Signature Verification Background

As one of the biometric authentication methods, signature has been widely accepted, because it is more user-friendly than fingerprint, iris, retina and face. On-line signatures are
acquired using a digitizing tablet which captures both temporal and spatial information,
such as coordinates, pressure, inclinations, etc.
There are two challenging issues in on-line signature verification: (i) intra-personal
variation and (ii) paucity of training samples. Some people provide signatures with poor
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consistency. The speed, pressure and inclinations pertaining to the signatures made by the
same person can differ significantly, which makes it difficult to extract consistent features.
Further, we can only expect a few samples from each person and no samples of forgeries
are available in practice. This makes the task of determining the consistency of extracted
features difficult. Due to limited number of training samples, the determination of threshold
that decides rejection or acceptance is also an open problem.

Given two signatures to compare, it is natural to ask ”how similar are they?” or ”what
is their similarity?” It is intuitive to answer the similarity with a value between 0%-100%
and this value should make sense. For example, when we quantize the similarity of two
signatures as 90%, they should be very close to each other.

No matter what features are used, such a similarity measure is required. Euclidean
distance, Dynamic Time Warping(DTW) [7] or other distances have a meaning only in a
relative sense. That is, the distance itself does not convey the similarity without comparing
it with other distances. We observed that R2 is a good similarity measure with intuitive
meaning [47]. Given two sequences, R2 answers the similarity with a value between 0%100%. This kind of similarity measure is useful for signature verification, especially given
that only a few genuine signatures are available in practice. However, R2 comes from SLR
(Simple Linear Regression) which traditionally measures two 1-dimensional sequences.
Extended from R2 , ER2 is suitable for multidimensional sequence matching.
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Figure 3.1: Four signatures and their similarities with each other defined by ER2 .

3.2 The Intuition behind ER2

Fig. 3.1 shows examples of on-line signatures and their similarity by ER2 . Signature (a)
and (b) are genuine signatures. Signature (c) and (d) are forgeries, although they are made
by the same person. We can see that signature (a) has high similarity with signature (b).
The ER2 between them is 96.7%. The major difference in signature (c) is that the character
”@” is replaced by ”a”. So, the similarity between (c) and the genuine ones drops to 68.4%
or 70.5%. Signature (d) is made up of two Chinese characters. The first character is the
same as other signatures while the second one is totally different from ”@cubs”. Therefore,
its similarities with other signatures are all below 50%.

The signatures here are made up of Chinese character, English character and special
symbol as ”@”. The examples also demonstrate that ER2 is a language-independent measure.
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3.3 Coupling DTW into ER2
ER2 has its own drawback. It only allows one-one matching between two sequences, just
like the Euclidean norm. If two sequences are not aligned properly or they have different
lengths, ER2 cannot be applied directly. Usually, signature sequences are neither of the
same length nor aligned properly. DTW can be used to determine the optimal alignment
between two sequences with different lengths. Thus, by combing DTW with ER2 , we can
overcome the alignment problem while retaining all the advantages of ER2 .

3.3.1

DTW background

Given two sequences X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) and Y = (y1 , y2 , ..., ym ), the distance DTW(X,Y )
is similar to edit distance. To compute DTW distance D(X,Y ), we can first construct an
n-by-m matrix, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Then, we find a path in the matrix which starts from
cell (1, 1) to cell (n, m) so that the average cumulative cost along the path is minimized.
If the path passes cell (i, j), then the cell (i,j) contributes cost(xi , y j ) to the cumulative
cost. The cost function can be defined flexibly depending on the application, for example,
cost(xi , y j ) = |xi − yi |2 . This path can be determined using dynamic programming, because
the recursive equation holds: D(i, j) = cost(xi , y j )+min{D(i−1, j), D(i−1, j −1), D(i, j −
1)}.
The path may pass through several cells horizontally along X or vertically along Y ,
which makes the matching between the two sequences not strictly one-one but one-many
and many-one. This is the primary advantage that DTW provides for aligning sequences.

???
?
???
?
??
?
????
??
???
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ym

Y

y2
y1

x1 x2

xn-1 xn

X

Figure 3.2: The path determined by DTW in the n-by-m matrix has the minimum average cumulative cost. The marked area is the constraint that path cannot go. The path
indicates the optimal alignment: (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y2 ), · · · , (xn−1 , ym−3 ), (xn−1 , ym−2 ),
(xn−1 , ym−1 ), (xn , ym ).

3.3.2

ER2 coupled with optimal alignment

We first use DTW to determine the optimal alignment between two sequences. Then, we
stretch the two sequences to have the same length. If point xi in sequence X is aligned
with k(k > 1) points in sequence Y , we stretch X by duplicating point xi (k − 1 times). For
sequence Y , we stretch it in the same way. For example, in Fig. 3.2, we stretch X to be
(x1 , x2 , · · · , xn−1 , xn−1 , xn−1 , xn ) and Y to be (y1 , y2 , y2 , · · · , yn−2 , yn−1 , yn ).

After being stretched, the two sequences have the same length. Then, we can apply
equation (2.8) to calculate ER2 similarity.
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3.4 Experiments in on-line signature verification

Our experiments addresses two important issues: i) What features are consistent and reliable for on-line signature verification ? A large number of features have been proposed by
researchers for on-line signature verification. However, little work has been done in measuring the consistency and discriminative power of these features. So firstly, we will present
a comparative study of features commonly used in on-line signature verification. A consistency model is developed by generalizing the existing feature-based measure to distancebased measure. Being aware of the most consistent features, we can move on to address
the second issue: ii) Will ER2 coupled with optimal alignment improve the performance
of DTW in signature verification? Signature verification based on curve matching [55, 52]
is a promising and general approach, because curve matching is language-independent.
Segmentation-based methods [63] are dependent on languages to a large degree, since the
words of some languages are complex with a lot of possible segments and the segments
may not be consistent.

3.4.1

A Comparative Study on the Feature Consistency

Signature verification is essentially a one-category classification problem, where several
genuine samples are available and counter-examples are very few, if any. Thus, it is different from the standard two-category problem where there are two clusters that can be
separated by a decision boundary that is typically an open hyper-plane (Fig. 3.3 a). However, in the case of signature verification, there is only one cluster of genuine signatures,
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a)

b)

Figure 3.3: Difference between two-category and one-category classification problem. a)
Regular two-category problem has two clusters with open decision boundary. b) Signature
verification is a one-category problem with closed decision boundary around the clustering
genuine signatures.

while forgeries have no clustering characteristic because they have no reason to be close to
each other. Therefore, the decision boundary for the one-category classification is a closed
hyper-plane.
Given a few samples of genuine signatures (say, no more than 6), as is often the case
in real applications, it is quite challenging to determine the decision boundary no matter
what features are used. Because of limited training samples for genuine signatures, the
consistency of features becomes extremely important. There are many potential features to
choose from [56, 43, 33] and many new features are continually being invented. Therefore
it is necessary to study the consistency of features for on-line signature verification.

Existing consistency model

A simple consistency measure has been previously defined as [43]:
|m(a, i) − m( f , i)|
,
di (a) = p
σ2 (a, i) + σ2 ( f , i)

(3.1)
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where di (a) denotes the consistency of feature i for subject a. m(a, i) and m( f , i) are,
respectively, the sample mean among feature i of genuine and forged signatures. σ2 (a, i)
and σ2 ( f , i) are the corresponding sample variations of feature i.
This model has an intuitive geometric meaning. It captures the separability between
two clusters of features that are assumed to have Gaussian distribution. While the model is
suitable for standard two-category classification, it is inadequate for signature verification
primarily because the model is based directly on feature values. There are many kinds of
features used in signature verification. Some are scalar and some are sequential and of variable length. The mean m(a, i) or m(a, i) of sequential features can not be computed directly.
For example, if we define the coordinate sequence itself (X, Y or [X,Y ]) as a feature, it is
difficult to obtain the mean because the sequences are of different lengths. Although sequences can be uniformly re-sampled [56] to be of the same length, the mean of sequences
does not carry a practical sense. Moreover, each feature is associated with a certain distance measure, not limited to the Euclidean norm. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [52]
and correlation [56] are also widely used. The existing model implicitly assumes that the
features are scalar or vectors of the same length and the distance measure is the Euclidean
norm.

Proposed consistency model
The model described above is feature value based, which restricts its application to Euclidean space. If we transform its description from ”feature value based” to ”feature dis-
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tance based”, the model can be enhanced. When we select and extract features to identify
true and false objects, we implicity use the distances between features to distinguish objects
instead of using the feature values themselves. Thus, a distance measure in some form is
always involved in classification. We generalize model (3.1) as follows:
MDM (g, f ) − MDMi (g, g)
di (a) = q i
,
σ2DMi (g, g) + σ2DMi (g, f )

(3.2)

where DMi is the distance measure associated with feature i. Different features may have
different distance measures, such as Euclidean norm, DTW and correlation.
MDMi (C1 ,C2 ) is the mean of the feature distances (by distance measure DMi ) between
pairwise objects in class C1 and class C2 . Formally,
MDMi (C1 ,C2 ) =

1
|C1 ||C2 | c

∑

DMi (c1 , c2 ),

(3.3)

1 ∈C1 ,c2 ∈C2 ,c1 6=c2

(DMi (c1 , c2 ) denotes the distance of feature i between object c1 and c2 ; | · | denotes the
cardinality.)
g represents a set of genuine signatures and f represents a set of forged signatures.
σ2DMi (g, g) denotes the variation of the feature distances (by distance measure DMi ) within
genuine signatures and σ2DMi (g, f ) denotes variation of the feature distances (by distance
measure DMi ) between genuine and forged signatures.
Our model takes into account the fact that the features always come with a certain kind
of distance measure. So, we use DMi to denote the distance measure associated with feature
i. We compute the mean of feature distances instead of the feature values themselves because it is the distance that discriminates objects. The inter-class mean distance MDMi (g, f )
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is assumed to be larger than the intra-class mean distance MDMi (g, g). The larger the difference between MDMi (g, f ) and MDMi (g, g), the higher the disciminability of feature i. The
intra-class distance variance σ2DMi (g, g) is an indicator of the consistency of feature i. Interclass distance variance is σ2DMi (g, f ). If both the inter-class and intra-class distances do not
vary much, then it indicates that the feature i is reliable. As a whole, the value of di (a)
measures the consistency of feature i on subject a. It should be noted that the same feature
can have different consistency values across subjects. Given a data set which consists of a
set of subjects, we need to calculate the mean and the standard deviation of the consistency
values from equation (3.2).

Commonly Used Features
We compare the consistency of 22 commonly used features. We briefly discuss these features and their associated distance measures. Readers are referred to the corresponding
papers for details.

• Coordinate sequences. X, Y , [X,Y ] are often called featureless features. The lengths
of these features are variable. Usually, DTW is used as distance measure because
DTW allows elastic matching [52]. It is believed that re-sampling the sequences with
uniform arc-length makes the matching more robust [56]. However, this hypothesis
has not been tested adequately. We will compare the consistency of the coordinate
sequences with and without re-sampling using our proposed model.
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• Speed sequences. V (Speed), Vx (speed of the X-coordinate) and Vy (speed of Y coordinate) can be derived from sequence [X,Y ] directly by subtracting neighboring
points. From the speed sequence, acceleration Va can be further derived.

• Pressure, Altitude, Azimuth. Pressure is a typical dynamic feature in on-line signatures. Some digitizing devices can capture additional information, such as the Azimuth (the clockwise rotation of cursor about the z-axis ) and Altitude (the upward
angle towards the positive z-axis).

• Center of Mass x(l) and y(l), Torque T (l), Curvature-ellipse s1 (l) and s2 (l). These
five features were defined in [56]. Center of Mass is actually a Gaussian smoothed
coordinate sequence. Torque measures the area swept by the vector of the pen movement. s1 (l) and s2 (l) measure the curvature ellipses based on moments. The associated distance measure is the cross-correlation (Pearson’s r) weighted by the consistency of points.

• V (average speed), V x+ (average positive speed on X-axis), V y+ (average positive
speed on Y -axis), Ts (total signing duration). Lee et al. [43] list two sets of scalar
features. The four features have the highest preference in the first set. The distance
measure is the Euclidean norm.

• cos(α), sin(α), Curvature β. α is the angle between the speed vector and the X-axis.
The three features were proposed in [33]. Two other features δx and δy were also
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Table 3.1: Commonly used features and corresponding distance measures.
#

Feature

Dist. Measure

1

X-coordinate: X

DTW

2

Y -coordinate: Y

DTW

3

Coordinates: [X,Y ]

DTW

4

Speed: V

DTW

5

Speed X: Vx

DTW

6

Speed Y : Vy

DTW

7

Pressure: P

DTW

8

Acceleration: Va

DTW

9

Altitude: Al

DTW

10

Azimuth: Zu

DTW

11

Center of Mass X: x(l)

Weighted r

12

Center of Mass Y : y(l)

Weighted r

13

Torque: T (l)

Weighted r

14

Curvature-ellipse: s1 (l)

Weighted r

15

Curvature-ellipse: s2 (l)

Weighted r

16

Average speed: V

Euclidean

17

Average positive Vx : V x+

Euclidean

18

Average positive Vy : V y+

Euclidean

19

Total signing time: T s

Euclidean

20

Curvature: β

DTW

21

Angle: sin(α)

DTW

22

Angle: cos(α)

DTW

proposed. δx and δy are the coordinate sequence difference, same as feature # 5 and
# 6 in Table 3.1 respectively.

The features described above and the corresponding distance measures are summarized
in Table 3.1. These features are only a small subset of features used in on-line signature
verification.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of signatures from SVC. Signatures in the first column are genuine
and those in the second column are forgeries.

Comparison of consistency
The SVC database [1] was used to calculate the consistency of the features in Table 3.1.
SVC has two sets of signatures, namely task 1 and task 2. Each signature is represented
as a sequence of points, which contains X coordinate, Y coordinate, time stamp and pen
status (pen-up or pen-down). In task 2, additional information like Azimuth, Altitude and
Pressure are available. The information of time stamp and pen status was ignored in our
experiments. There are 40 subjects in each task with 20 genuine signatures and 20 skilled
forgeries for each subject. Examples of signatures from SVC are shown in Fig. 3.4.
To compare the consistency of different features, we normalize the raw signatures by
the same preprocessing steps: 1) smooth the raw sequence by Gaussian filter, 2) rotate if
necessary [55], 3) normalize the coordinates of each as follows:

X=

X − min(X)
Y − min(Y )
,Y =
max(X) − min(X)
max(Y ) − min(Y )

(3.4)
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The feature distances are also normalized. We apply DMi to class g (genuine signatures)
and class f (forgeries). We first calculate all the pairwise feature distances within class g
by DMi . Then, we calculate all the pairwise feature distances between class g and f . Let
−dist

the maximum feature distance be Dmax . Every dist is normalized by e 2∗Dmax to map to a
value between 0 and 1. The larger the distance, the closer the mapped value is to 0.
It is possible that the same feature may have different consistency values across subjects. Therefore, we calculate the average consistency of each feature and its standard
deviation over subjects. Furthermore, to see the relation between feature consistency and
its discriminatory ability in verification, the EER (Equal Error Rate) is calculated for each
feature. EER is the point where the FRR (False Rejection Rate) equals the FAR (False
Acceptance Rate). We choose the first 5 genuine signatures from each subject for reference
templates and utilize the remaining 35 signatures for verification testing. Given a test signature S, the distances between feature i of S and the feature i of the 5 genuine signatures
are determined. The maximum normalized distance is returned as the similarity output. To
determine the EER, the threshold is varied from 0% to 100%. We have two modes of operation: (i) universal threshold, we choose the same threshold for all subjects and average
the error rate and (ii) user-dependent threshold, we choose the optimal threshold for each
subject.
The results are summarized in Table 3.2 in decreasing order of mean consistency value.
We have the following observations:
• Although Zu (Azimuth) and Al (Altitude) have relatively high mean consistency val-
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Table 3.2: Consistency (mean and standard deviation) and EER (universal threshold and
user-dependent threshold) of the commonly used features.
Feature

Consistency

EER

Mean

Std.

Univ. T.

User. T.

Zu

1.38

3.23

35.06%

26.63%

Vy

1.33

0.32

22.06%

11.38%

Vx

1.26

0.37

22.65%

16.81%

V

1.24

0.41

23.44%

17.63%

Ts

1.20

0.81

30.31%

28.18%

Al

1.18

4.60

37.63%

29.06%

cos(a)

1.12

0.28

26.72%

16.19%

[X,Y ]

1.11

0.18

22.91%

16.83%

sin(a)

1.10

0.25

29.56%

20.63%

Va

1.10

0.32

29.29%

22.50%

P

1.06

0.38

36.86%

25.56%

β

0.99

0.18

28.90%

20.81%

Y

0.93

0.19

25.86%

18.68%

X

0.78

0.13

29.59%

25.13%

y(l)

0.64

0.14

28.81%

19.19%

x(l)

0.60

0.12

29.59%

23.00%

T (l)

0.53

0.15

33.63%

25.68%

V

0.48

0.18

34.50%

31.94%

V y+

0.46

0.17

36.69%

33.88%

V x+

0.40

0.17

36.69%

34.00%

s2 (l)

0.36

0.03

43.86%

42.19%

s1 (l)

0.32

0.03

43.96%

42.13%

Average

0.89

0.57

31.30%

24.91%
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ues, they also have high standard deviations (3.23 and 4.58 respectively), which
means their discriminatory ability is not stable across subjects. Therefore, Zu and
Al are not reliable features. The corresponding high EERs confirm this.
• Curvature-ellipse s1 (l) and s2 (l), Torques T (l), Center of Mass x(l) and y(l) are of
low consistency and thus high EERs. For instance, the mean consistency of s1 (l)
is only 0.32 and the EER with universal threshold is as high as 43.96%. We can
conclude that these features are not suitable in detecting skilled forgeries, although
they might be sufficient to detect random forgeries.
• Scalar features like V x+ and V y+ are too simple to carry enough discriminatory information. Their EERs are also relatively high. For V x+ , the EER (even with userdependent threshold) is 34%. Scalar feature Ts also has high EER because its standard
deviation of consistency is relatively high (0.82) compared to the average of all features (0.57). So, scalar features could be used to prune random forgeries but are not
very reliable for accepting genuine ones.
• Pressure (P) is one of the most commonly used dynamic features. Since pressure
is invisible to visual observation, it is difficult to forge. However, its mean consistency is not very high (1.06), which means that the pressure varies even for the same
person’s writing. Its relatively high EER indicates the following: large variation in
pressure does not necessarily mean that the signature is a forgery, but very similar
pressure variation is a strong indication that the signature is genuine.
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• Vy (speed of the Y -coordinates) and Vx (speed of the X-coordinates) are among the
most consistent features. Their mean consistency values are 1.33 and 1.26 respectively, while the EERs with universal threshold are both around 22%, which is low
compared to the average (31.30%). V (speed), X, Y , [X,Y ], cos(a) and sin(a) are also
reliable.

• EER has a negative relation with the level of consistency, although the EER does not
strictly increase while the mean consistency decreases. The standard deviation of
consistency also impacts the verification performance. The consistency of a feature
is positively related to its performance of verification.

It must be noted that none of the EERs in Table 3.2 are low enough for real applications
because we used only one feature at a time for verification in our experiments. How to
combine these features optimally is an open problem. Further experiments on real and
larger signature databases are necessary to claim the consistency of any given feature.
There is an unsubstantiated claim in on-signature verification community that the curve
of the signature should be re-sampled with uniform arc-length [33, 55, 56]. Experiments
were conducted to verify this claim. We re-sampled all the signatures to be of length N
and calculated the consistency of features and corresponding EERs. The results are summarized in Table 3.3 with N = 200 points. We varied N and found the results had no
significant change. Comparing the consistency values and EERs in Table 3.2 and Table
3.3, we can see that re-sampling does not necessarily improve performance. On the con-
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Table 3.3: Consistency and EER of features with uniform arc-length re-sampling.
Feature

Consistency

EER

Mean

Std.

Univ. T.

User. T.

Vy

0.88

0.24

32.36%

20.81%

Vx

0.87

0.30

30.44%

21.00%

V

1.14

0.31

27.94%

17.63%

cos(a)

1.08

0.24

29.41%

20.25%

[X,Y ]

1.05

0.58

26.63%

20.94%

sin(a)

0.81

0.27

32.56%

23.69%

β

0.89

0.24

32.19%

24.75%

Y

0.87

0.27

29.94%

21.56%

X

0.79

0.44

34.03%

29.63 %

trary, the performance is reduced to some degree. For example, the mean consistency of Vy
decreased from 1.33 to 0.88 and EER increased from 22.06% to 32.36%, after re-sampling.
To conclude, comparative results show that the consistency of a feature is positively related to the feature’s performance in signature verification. The results also show that some
features such as the coordinate sequence (X, Y , [X,Y ]), speed (Vy , Vx , V ), and the angle
α (cos(a), sin(a)) have high consistency, and thus are reliable. We found that uniformly
re-sampling the sequences does not necessarily increase verification performance. In the
following experiments, we will use only the coordinate sequence X, Y as features.
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3.4.2

ER2 coupled with optimal alignment for On-line Signature Verification

We assume that signature verifications has two basic requirements: 1) At most 6 genuine
signatures are provided and no forgeries are available for training. 2) Given signature to be
verified, the output is a similarity score between 0% and 100% and not simply a ”yes/no”.
The decision of rejection/acceptance is left to the system operator [56]. In real applications,
these assumptions are reasonable. Since only few genuine signatures are available for enrollment, it is appropriate to use all of them as reference prototypes rather than statistically
generating a single average prototype. When a signature is input for verification, we compare it with each of these prototypes and return the one with the highest similarity. ER2
gives similarity measure with a confidence value between 0% and 100%. We briefly describe two signature verification algorithms here: 1) ER2 coupled with optimal alignment;
and 2) DTW-based Curve matching.
1). ER2 coupled with optimal alignment

Enrollment. Given K(K ≤ 6) genuine signatures, Sigi = [Xi ,Yi ], (i = 1, · · · , K), we
first preprocess each signature and save all of them in a template. Each signature here is a 2-dimensional sequence of the X-, Y- coordinates. Preprocessing
includes the following steps: 1) Smooth the raw sequence by a Gaussian filter [56], 2) Rotate if necessary [55], and 3) Normalize each signature Sigi by:
Xi =

Xi −min(Xi )
max(Xi )−min(Xi ) ,

and Yi =

Yi −min(Yi )
max(Yi )−min(Yi ) .

Matching. Given a signature S = [Xs ,Ys ], we preprocess it in the same way as we did
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during enrollment and match it against each of the preprocessed signatures in
the template. The highest similarity score is returned. Matching S with Sigi is
done as follows. First, we use a function, namely [dist, path] = DTW (S, Sigi )
to obtain the path. Note that we do not need the dist (DTW distance) here.
Second, we stretch both S and Sigi to have the same length according to the
optimal alignment indicated by the path. Then, we calculate ER2 by equation
(2.8).

2). DTW-based Curve matching
Enrollment. Given K(K ≤ 6) genuine signatures, Sigi = [Xi ,Yi ], (i = 1, · · · , K), we
first preprocess the signatures and save all of them in a template. Preprocessing is the same as above. The additional requirement is to find the maximum
distance between these preprocessed signatures. We need it to calculate the
similarity score. We can obtain this by calculating the pairwise DTW distances
within the given samples and save the maximum (denoted as Md ) in the template.
Matching. Given a signature S = [Xs ,Ys ], we preprocess it in the same way as during enrollment and match it against each of the preprocessed signatures in the
template. The highest similarity score is returned. Matching S with Sigi is done
as follows. First, we use function [dist, path] = DTW (S, Sigi ) to obtain the dist
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(Here, we do not need the path). Then, we translate dist to similarity score by
the formula, exp( −dist
2∗Md ).

We can see that the only difference between above two algorithms is the mechanism
of generating the similarity score. We have considered DTW for comparison because it
is among the best methods for curve matching with optimal alignment. Alignment is absolutely necessary, because no user writes his/her signatures exactly the same each time.
There always exists some difference in the total length and overall shape. Through experiments on signature verification, we will compare the accuracy brought by ER2 and the
−dist
DTW distance normalized by the Gaussian formula as exp( 2∗M
). The reason we choose
d

the Gaussian formula is that there is no statistical approach to directly translate DTW distance to a score given only a few genuine samples are available. Alternative curve matching
based on DTW [55] is done by dist = DTW (speed(S), speed(Sigi )) , where speed(S) transforms signature sequence S to speed sequence by Si = Si+1 − Si , i = 1, · · · , length(S) − 1.
Actually, we tried this approach and found the results were worse.
The experimental database we used was from [1]. Each signature is a 2-dimensional sequence. Totally, 80 subjects are available. For each subject, there are 20 genuine signatures
and 20 skilled forgeries. We used the first 5 signatures for enrollment and the remaining 35
signatures were used in the test with skilled forgeries. Signatures from different subjects
including genuine or skilled samples were considered as random forgeries.
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Figure 3.5: a) FRR and FAR curves by ER2 . b) FRR and FAR curves by DTW.

Table 3.4: EERs with universal/user-dependent threshold.
Skilled Forgery

Random Forgery

DTW

ER2

DTW

ER2

Univ. T

20.9%

7.2%

5.7%

0.9%

User. T

10.8%

4.9%

1.3%

0.2%

Fig. 3.5 a) shows the curves of FAR (False Acceptance Rate) and FRR (False Rejection
Rate) by ER2 with universal threshold varying from 0% to 100%. The EER (Equal Error
Rate) is 7.2%. Fig. 3.5 b) shows the results by DTW also with universal threshold. The
EER is 20.9%, significantly higher than that obtained by ER2 .
We also tested on random forgeries. The results are summarized in Table 3.4. Both
by universal threshold and user-dependent threshold, ER2 coupled with optimal alignment
outperforms DTW-based curve matching. It should be noted that if dynamic features such
as speed, pressure and inclinations are used to prune forgeries here, the EER is expected to
decrease further.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
We present ER2 as a similarity measure for multidimensional sequence matching. Signature
verification systems can use ER2 coupled with optimal alignment for intuitive similarity
output and high performance. The experimental results are encouraging. Further evaluation
on large and real databases is necessary. With direct similarity measure like ER2 , no feature
extraction is necessary. Only the X-, Y- coordinate sequences in their origin representations
are used for verification. We have implemented an on-line signature verification without
explicit feature extraction.
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Chapter 4

SIMILARITY-DRIVEN ON-LINE HANDWRITTEN CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

On-line signature verification is only one of the possible applications of ER2 . Given
a limited number of training samples, the verification task usually uses a simple nearestneighbor classifier. In this chapter, we present another sequence classification application,
on-line handwritten character recognition. The classifier chosen is the Support Vector Machines (SVM) as the application is not limited by paucity of training samples as in the
case of signature verification. We will use the similarity measure ER2 to speed up the
decision-making process of SVM. In on-line handwriting recognition, the characters are
represented by 2D sequences of the X-,Y-coordinates. Experiments on the benchmark
database (UNIPEN) show that the classification driven by ER2 can be about three times
faster than standard SVM with comparable classification accuracy.
The intuition underlying ER2 proves to be useful in the SVM classification. If pattern X
has a high similarity with pattern Y (say, ER2 (X,Y ) = 90%), we could take it to be a strong
indication that X belongs to the same class as Y .
A typical implementation of multi-class SVM is called ”One-vs-One” (OVO) [41].
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OVO trains pairwise binary SVM classifiers. For M classes, there are M(M − 1)/2 classifiers. On a test sample, each of the M(M − 1)/2 classifiers casts one vote for its favored
class. The class with the maximum votes wins. Given the advantage of the similarity measure ER2 , we do not have to run all the binary classifiers. As soon as the input pattern is
found to have high similarity with samples from one class, an early decision can be made
and the rest of the binary SVMs can be skipped. To make the recognition adaptive, a set
of representative samples can be chosen from each class. By dynamically updating representative samples, the system saves the users’ writing styles as seeds and adapts to them
automatically.
We present the background of SVM briefly (a more detailed description is introduced in
Chapter 5). First, we will discuss how ER2 is seamlessly integrated into SVM for sequential
pattern classification.

4.1 ER2 -driven SVM

SVM was originally designed for two-class (binary) classification. In many applications
multi-class problems are encountered. A successful implementation of multi-class SVM
is to decompose the multi-class problem into a series of sub-problems. Experiments have
shown that, ”One-Vs-One” (OVO), ”One-Vs-All” (OVA) and DAGSVM [61] are among
the methods suitable for practical use [32, 64]. In our experience, OVO is fast in training
and has a slightly better classification accuracy than OVA and DAGSVM. Therefore, we
choose OVO as an example to illustrate the ER2 -driven technique. The same procedure can
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be followed with OVA and DAGSVM.
To realize a speedup in the decision-making of SVM, a small set of seeds are chosen
from each class. All binary SVMs are trained in the same way as regualr OVO SVM. To
classify one input pattern X, the trained binary SVMs are evaluated one by one. After every
binary classifier evaluation, the similarities between X and the seeds from the favored class
are calculated to decide whether classification decision can be made or not. Suppose the
classifier evaluates class i vs. class j and favors i, then X is matched against the seeds from
class i and the maximum similarity (by ER2 ) is returned. If the maximum similarity is ≥ T
(T is a threshold, say T = 90%), then an early decision is made that X belongs to class i. If
the maximum similarity is < T , then we move to the next binary SVM evaluation.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the seed samples in a binary SVM. The initial choosing of seed
samples can be random, since the seeds will be gradually replaced by the samples from the
feedback of users, which makes the classification adaptive. If no feedback is available, it is
better to select seeds from the center of training samples.

4.2 Adaptive on-line handwriting recognition

Handwriting recognition has two modalities: off-line and on-line. Off-line refers to the
case where the source of handwritten characters/words is scanned images, while on-line
handwritten data is collected by a device which records the dynamic trajectory of the pen.
On-line characters/words are usually represented by sequences of the X-, Y- coordinates
together with pen down/up information. Sequence matching methods, such as DTW and
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seeds

seeds

Figure 4.1: Binary SVM with seed samples. The points inside the circle are the seeds. The
points on the solid lines are support vectors. The dotted line in the middle is the separating
hyper-plane.

Euclidean norm, are commonly used in on-line handwriting recognition. Gaussian DTW
kernel has been used in SVM for on-line handwriting recognition [6, 66]. DTW is defined
−

as K(xi , x j ) = e

DTW (xi ,x j )
σ2

. However, the time complexity of DTW is O(n2 ) (n is the length

of the sequence), which is computationally expensive, especially when the training dataset
is large. Even if a band restriction is imposed on DTW to bring down its complexity to
O(wn) (w is the width of the band), it does not help significantly in the context of SVM.
Moreover, during testing, the input sequence needs to run DTW with all the support vectors.
Since the writing style varies widely across subjects, it is desirable that the recognition
system adapts to new writing styles automatically. The adaptation of on-line handwriting
recognition is typically implemented with prototype matching [75]. The initial prototype
set is formed by clustering handwritten samples from a large number of subjects. This is
to allow the recognition system to handle a variety of writing styles. The system adapts to
the user’s writing style by modifying the prototypes. The ER2 -driven SVM supports this
adaptation strategy nicely. The seed samples can be considered as the prototypes. The set of
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seeds can be updated by users’ feedback. If one character written by a user is misclassified,
then the character sample is inserted in the corresponding seed set. A complete pseudocode description of the ER2 -driven SVM for adaptive on-line handwriting recognition is as
follows.

Training of ER2 -driven SVM
Inputs: Training samples V = [x1 , x2 , ..., xN ]; class labels L = [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ]; M(number of
classes); R( size of seed set for every class)
Outputs: Trained multi-class SVM model OVO; Seeds collection S
1: for i=1 to M do
2:

Ci = V(:, f ind(L == i)); /*data of class i*/

3:

S{i}=Random Select(Ci , R); /*randomly choose R samples as seeds from Ci */

4: end for
5: for i=1 to M do
6:

for j=i+1 to M do

7:

C1 = V(:, f ind(L == i)); /*data of class i*/

8:

C2 = V(:, f ind(L == j)); /*data of class j*/

9:

OVO{i}{ j} ← Train SVM on C1 & C2 ; /*save the binary model to OVO*/

10:

end for

11: end for/*end of training*/
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Evaluation of ER2 -driven SVM
Inputs: Testing samples V = [x1 , x2 , ..., xN ]; Trained multi-class SVM model OVO; M(number
of classes); Seeds collection S; Similarity threshold T
Outputs: Labels Y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ]; Update seeds collection S
1: for k=1 to N do
2:

x = V(:, k); /*one testing sample*/

3:

Votes=zeros(1,M); /*votes for each class*/

4:

break flag=0; /*indication of whether break happens*/

5:

for i=1 to M do

6:

Sim(i)=Max ER2 (S{i},x); /*Determine the max similarity between x and seed
set*/

7:

end for

8:

for i=1 to M do

9:

for j=i+1 to M do

10:

SVM ← OVO{i}{ j} ;

11:

label ← SVM(x); /*binary SVM evaluation*/

12:

Votes(label)=Votes(label)+1; /*label=i or j*/

13:

if Sim(label)≥ T then

14:

Decision=label; /* make early decision*/

15:

break flag=1; /*set break flag*/

16:

break; /*skip the rest binary evaluations*/
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end if

17:
18:

end for

19:

end for

20:

if break flag==1 then

21:

L(k)=Decision;

22:
23:

else
Y(k) = f ind(Votes == max(Votes)); /*the one with max votes wins*/

24:

end if

25:

S=Update Seeds(S, True Label, x); /* Update the seeds according to feedback*/

26: end for

The code presented above is in MATLAB style. In line 3 of the training part, we use
a function Random select for sake of brevity. It randomly chooses R samples as seeds for
each class. Its implementation is trivial and therefore we omit the details. For the same
reason, function Max ER2 and Update Seeds are used in line 6 and 25 of the evaluation
part, respectively. Max ER2 returns the maximum similarity between the test input x and
a set of seeds. The maximum similarities are determined in advance to avoid repeating
similarity calculation. after binary SVM evaluation. Update Seeds is to update the seed set
according to the feedback from the system user(s). For example, if the user indicates that
the true label of pattern x is i, x is inserted to the front of the seed set (queue) of class i and
the seed at the end is removed from the set.
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4.3 Sequence Classification Experiments

First, a small synthetic dataset was used to compare the performance of DTW kernel and
RBF kernel. DTW is usually more robust than the Euclidean norm in sequence matching
because DTW allows elastic alignment. We conducted an experiment to verify if the DTW
kernel is more efficient than the Euclidean based RBF kernel in sequence classification.
Experiments were also conducted to simulate the adaptive on-line handwritten character
recognition on a benchmark database. The performance of the ER2 -driven SVM was compared with the standard OVO SVM.

4.3.1 RBF kernel vs. DTW kernel
DTW and the Euclidean norm are both suitable and commonly used measures for sequence matching [35]. Euclidean norm is used in the RBF kernel, that is, K(Xi , X j ) =
exp(−

kxi −x j k2
).
σ2

Similarly, DTW has been used in the kernel as K(xi , x j ) = exp(−

DTW (Xi ,X j )
)
σ2

[6, 66]. DTW is more robust than the Euclidean norm in a single pair of sequence matching. However, in the context of SVM, DTW kernel does not necessarily outperform the
RBF kernel.
The Synthetic Control Time Series (SCTS) data sequences were used [31]. The dataset
consists of 6 classes with 100 instances each. The first 70 sequences from every class were
used for training, and the remaining were used for testing. The multi-class implementation
method used was OVO. The software package, LIBSVM [12] was used with some modification. The regularizing parameters C and σ were determined via cross validation on the
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training set. The validation performance was measured by training on 70% of the training
set and testing on the remaining 30%. The C and σ that lead to the best accuracy were
selected. Experiments were conducted on a personal computer with 1G Hz CPU and 512
MB memory.

We compared the RBF kernel and the DTW kernel in three categories: accuracy, training time, and testing time. For DTW, there can be an additional parameter w (the width
of band). We let w be the length of sequence (without band restriction). The results are
summarized in Table 4.1. It shows that DTW can achieve the same level of accuracy as
RBF. However, the training and testing time of DTW is about 10 times greater than RBF.
Imposing the band restriction does not significantly reduce the computational time in SVM
training or testing time. We varied the band width w from 6 to 60 (length of the SCTS
sequence) in steps of 6. The training and testing times are shown in Fig. 4.2 a and the accuracies are shown in Fig. 4.2 b. The results show that both the training and testing time are
insensitive to w. The accuracy increases slightly and stays at the highest level of 99.44%
after w ≥ 18. Therefore, DTW kernel does not outperform RBF kernel in terms of classification accuracy. Moreover, its training and testing are both extremely slow. RBF kernel
works better, although Euclidean distance is usually not robust for matching a single pair
of sequences. This is because the RBF kernel implicity maps the sequence to an infinite
feature space where accurate separations can be achieved. In the following experiments,
we use the RBF kernel in SVM.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of RBF kernel and DTW kernel in accuracy, training time and
testing time.
σ

Kernel

Time (secs)

16

Accuracy

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

RBF

102

10

99.44%

0.539

0.148

DTW

10

5

99.44%

6.59

13.98

100%

Testing
Training
Accuracy

18

C

14
12
10
8

99%
98%
97%

6
96%

4
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
DTW band width

a)

w

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
DTW band width

w

b)

Figure 4.2: a) The training and testing time comparison between RBF kernel and DTW
kernel on the SCTS dataset while the band width w varies from 6 to 60 by step 6. b)
Classification accuracies of DTW kernel on the SCTS dataset while the band width w varies
from 6 to 60.
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4.4 Adaptive On-line Handwritten Character Recognition Simulation

The simulations were carried out on the UNIPEN data [29]. UNIPEN is the benchmark
database for on-line handwriting recognition. Two subsets of UNIPEN were used: the
isolated digits (DIGIT) and the uppercase characters (UPPER). The first 70% samples of
each subset were used for training and the remaining 30% for testing. Each sample was
initially a 3-dimensional sequence: X-, Y-coordinates, and pen down/up. The pen down/up
indicates the segmentation of a written sample. For simplicity, we used only the X-, Ycoordinates and ignored the pen down/up information. Thus, each sample in the experiments was simply a 2-dimensional sequence. Every sequence was preprocessed as follows:
1) Re-sample the sequence to be 32 points with uniform arc-length. That is, within one
sequence, the Euclidean distances of two neighboring points are all equivalent. 2) Suppose
the sequence is represented by [X,Y ], we normalize each sequence by: X =
and Y =

Y −min(Y )
max(Y )−min(Y ) .

X−min(X)
max(X)−min(X) ,

3) Concatenate X- and Y-coordinates so that the SVM can treat

them as a 1x64 vector.
Experiments were conducted on the DIGIT, UPPER and DIGIT+UPPER with and without the use of ER2 (Table 4.2). The standard OVO SVM was tuned (parameters C and σ) by
cross-validation on the training dataset and run on the testing dataset. Both accuracy and
total testing time are recorded. ER2 is then plugged in and the accuracy and testing time
are again recorded. The threshold T of similarity is set at 90% empirically, since when
ER2 ≥ 90%, we consider that as sufficient evidence that the two patterns belong to the
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Table 4.2: Description of the multi-class datasets used in the experiments.
Name

# of

# of

# of

Training

Testing

Classes

Length

Samples

Samples

SCTS

420

180

6

60

DIGIT

10505

4704

10

64

UPPER

18219

7904

26

64

same class. We have not encountered any case where two sequences from different classes
have similarity ≥ 90%. In rare cases, two sequences from different classes have similarity
above 85%. Another parameter for ER2 -driven technique is the size of the seed set R for
each class. Initially, we set R = 5. Then, we varied R to see how the performance was
affected.
To simulate the feedback from system users, the seeds were continuously updated after
the classification decision was made. With the feedback of true label, the classifier adds the
testing sample to the seed set of the corresponding class as the newest seed. To avoid the
overflowing of the seed set, the oldest seed is removed whenever a new seed is added. The
updating is implemented by the function Update Seeds (line 25 in the evaluation algorithm
of the ER2 -driven SVM).
To measure the speedup in the decision-making of SVM achieved by the ER2 , Reduc-
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tion Ratio was defined as:
Reduction Ratio =

# of skipped binary SVMs
.
Total # of binary SVMs w.o. ER2

(4.1)

For a M-class problem, the total number of binary SVM evaluations is M(M − 1)/2 without
ER2 . If a break takes place because of high similarity in the middle, the number of skipped
SVMs is M(M − 1)/4, thus, roughly half the testing time is saved.
Table 4.3 summaries the results when R = 5 and T = 90%. The ER2 -driven SVM speeds
up by skipping binary SVM evaluations. The Reduction Ratio is around 69%, which means
the speedup is about as 1/(1 − 0.69) ≈ 3 times. This is further confirmed by the testing
times shown in the same table. The overhead of computation introduced by the seeds is not
significant, because only 5 seeds are used. The number of support vectors from each class is
on average a few hundred. For example, in DIGIT, the average number of support vectors
for each class after SVM training is 165. Besides the testing speed, ER2 also improves
the accuracy by 1.38% on the DIGIT and 0.69% on DIGIT+UPPER sets. On UPPER, the
accuracy of ER2 is slightly lower than OVO SVM (by 0.64%).
Fig. 4.3 a and b show the accuracies and the Reduction Ratio when the size of the seed
set R varies from 3 to 30 in steps of 3. The Reduction Ratio steadily increases from 60% to
80% while R increases. The accuracy decreases slightly from 91.5% to 90.07%, but always
stay higher than 90.18% (accuracy of the standard OVO SVM+. R between 3 and 6 is a
suitable choice in practice. It drives the decision-making of SVM about three times faster
and can also give a slight accuracy improvement.
With the help of the feedback mechanism described above, we assume that the recog-
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Table 4.3: Performance comparison between ER2 -driven SVM (R = 5, T = 90%) and OVO
SVM.
σ

C

Accuracy

Testing

Reduction

(secs)

Ratio

DIGIT
OVO SVM

2

5

90.18%

7.79

–

ER2 SVM

2

5

91.56%

2.90

67.28%

OVO SVM

2

5

86.66%

40.16

–

ER2 SVM

2

5

86.02%

14.42

69.09%

OVO SVM

2

5

81.78%

139.14

–

ER2 SVM

2

5

82.47%

45.51

69.53%

UPPER

DIGIT+UPPER

92.0%
Reduction Ratio

100%

Accuracy

91.6%
91.2%
90.8%

60%
40%
20%

90.4%
90.0%

80%

0
3

6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
Size of seed set

a)

R

3

6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
Size of seed set

R

b)

Figure 4.3: a) The classification accuracy decreases slightly while the size of seed set
increases from 3 to 30 by step 3. b) The Reduction Ratio increase steadily while the size of
seed set increases from 3 to 30 by step 3.
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nition system is used interactively by all the users who provided the testing samples. The
UNIPEN datasets were donated by a variety of institutes with many writers. From a practical viewpoint, only a limited number of users use the recognition system interactively. The
dataset UPPER was used to study the recognition performance when the number of users
is restricted.

The testing samples were extracted in the order of the writers, therefore, we assume
that the testing dataset is organized as a list , [samples from writer 1, sample from writer
2, ...]. We divided the testing dataset of UPPER into 10 continuous parts and each part
is considered as a set of testing samples from roughly 1/10 writers. We choose the first p
(p=1, ..., 10) parts for testing to evaluate the performance (accuracy and Reduction Ratio).
We simulated the performance when the system was used by p tenths users. For every p
varying from 1 to 10, we applied the same processing steps and compared the performance
of ER2 -driven SVM with OVO SVM. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4 a and b. For
p < 8, the accuracy of ER2 stays higher than that of OVO SVM. When 3 ≤ p ≤ 7, ER2
significantly outperforms OVO SVM. As a whole, fewer the number of writers, higher is
the recognition accuracy observed. On the other hand, the Reduction Ratio gained by ER2
stays between 58% and 70%, which means that the speedup is between 2-3 times. With
greater number of writers, a higher speedup can be achieved.
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Figure 4.4: a) The accuracy comparison between ER2 -driven SVM and OVO SVM while
the number of writers varies from 1 tenth to 10 tenths. b) The Reduction Ratio gained by
ER2 while the number of writers varies from 1 tenth to 10 tenths.

4.5 Chapter Summary
2D shape recognition problems, such as on-line handwriting, can benefit from ER2 . ER2
speeds up conventional SVM by making early classification decision when the input pattern is found to be similar to the samples of a certain class. For sequence classification
based on SVM, RBF kernel is more suitable for practice than the DTW kernel, although
DTW is usually more robust than the Euclidean norm. Results on adaptive on-line handwritten character recognition are encouraging. The writer-dependent character recognition
accuracy was above 94% with no any explicit feature extraction.
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Chapter 5

OFF-LINE HANDWRITTEN DIGIT RECOGNITION

In chapter 4, we described featureless on-line handwritten character recognition without explicit feature extraction using ER2 and SVM. In this chapter, we present off-line
handwritten digit recognition by considering digit to be sequences of pixels.

To avoid feature extraction, we use digits in their original form as input sequences to the
SVM classifier. By combining Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) into multi-class SVM for feature reduction and automatic feature
selection, we reduce the data size. SVM is invariant under PCA transform, therefore PCA
is a desirable dimension reduction method for SVM. RFE is a suitable feature selection
method for binary SVM. However, it requires many iterations and each iteration needs to
train SVM. This makes RFE prohibitively expensive for multi-class SVM (without PCA dimension reduction), especially when the training set is large. We have developed a method
where PCA feature reduction is done before RFE when the number of features is large.
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5.1 Support Vector Machines background

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was originally designed for binary classification problems [9]. It maximizes the margin between classes by selecting a minimum number of
Support Vectors (SV), which are determined by solving a Quadratic Programming(QP) optimization problem. The training of SVM is dominated by the QP optimization task which
is slow. Speeding up of the QP problem and improving its scalability have been tackled
by researchers [72, 58, 60]. Suppose we have N data points for training, then the size of
the kernel matrix is N × N. When N is even a few thousand (say, N = 5000), the kernel
matrix is too large to reside in the memory of an average PC. This had been a challenge
for SVM till it was recently solved by the Sequential Minimum Optimization (SMO) algorithm which reduces the space complexity for training to O(1) [60]. This SMO approach
has been used in machine learning, pattern recognition and data mining[80]. However, the
fundamental SVM problem requires improvement in its testing phase [10, 20].
In this section, we introduce binary SVM and briefly describe how it can be extended
for the multi-class problem. We also discuss methods to speed up the SVM testing phase.

5.1.1 Binary SVM

The basic SVM classifier can be expressed as:

g(x) = w · φ(x) + b,

(5.1)
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where the input vector x ∈ ℜn and w is a normal vector of a separating hyper-plane in the
0

feature space produced by the mapping of function φ(x) : ℜn 7→ ℜn . φ(x) can be linear or
non-linear and n0 can be finite or infinite. b is the bias. The sign of g(x) determines the
class of vector x.

Given a set of training samples xi ∈ ℜn , i = 1, · · · , N and corresponding labels yi ∈
{−1, +1}, the separating hyper-plane (given by w) is determined by minimizing the structure risk instead of the empirical error. Minimizing the structure risk is equivalent to finding the optimal margin between the two classes. The width of the margin is

2
w·w

=

2
.
kwk2

Taking into consideration the trade-off between structure risk and generalization, the training of SVM can be defined as an optimization problem:

min
w,b

N
1
w · w +C ∑ ξi
2
i=1

(5.2)

subject to
yi (w · φ(xi ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0, ∀i,

where parameter C is the trade-off and ξi is the slack variable in case some training points
are non-separable. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the optimal margin and slack variables ξi .
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Figure 5.1: Optimal margin and slack variables in binary SVM. The support vectors are
circled.

The solution to (5.2) is reduced to a QP optimization problem:
1
max aT a − aT Ha
a
2

(5.3)

subject to
0 ≤ αi ≤ C, ∀i,
N

∑ yiαi = 0,

i=1

where a = [α1 , · · · , αN ]T , and H is a N × N matrix, called the kernel matrix, with each
element H(i, j) = yi y j φ(xi ) · φ(x j ).
Solving the QP problem yields:
N

w = ∑ αi yi φ(xi ),

(5.4)

b = − ∑ αk yk φ(xk ) · φ(xi ) + yi , ∀αi = 0.

(5.5)

i=1
N

k=1

Each training sample xi is associated with a Lagrange coefficient αi . Those samples
whose coefficient αi is nonzero are called Support Vectors (SVs). Only a small portion of
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the training samples become SVs.
Substituting eq. (5.4) in (5.1), we have the following formal expression for the SVM
classifier:
N

g(x) = ∑ αi yi φ(xi ) · φ(x) + b

(5.6)

i=1
N

= ∑ αi yi K(xi , x) + b,
i=1

where the K is a kernel function: K(xi , x j ) = φ(xi ) · φ(x j ). Given the kernel functions, we
do not have to explicitly know φ(x). The commonly-used kernel functions are as following:
1) Linear kernel, i.e., φ(xi ) = xi , thus, K(xi , x j ) = xi · x j = xTi x j ; 2) Polynomial kernel, i.e.,
K(xi , x j ) = (xi · x j + c)d , where c and d are some positive constants. 3) Gaussian Radial
(−

Basis (RBF) kernel, i.e., K(xi , x j ) = e

kxi −x j k2
)
2σ2

. If the kernel used is linear, the SVM is

referred to as a linear SVM, otherwise, as a non-linear SVM.
The QP problem (5.3) involves a matrix H that has a number of elements equal to the
square of the number of training samples. If there are more than 5000 training samples, H
will not fit in a 128-Megabyte memory (assume each element is a 8-byte double) making the
QP problem intractable by standard QP techniques. It was recently (1999) shown that the
SMO algorithm produces an efficient solution to the problem[60]. SMO breaks the larger
QP problem into a series of smaller QP problems. Solving these smaller QP optimizations
analytically only needs O(1) memory. Thus, the scalability of SVM is improved. More
recent research focus has been on the evaluation (testing phase) of SVM [10] to improve
accuracy and speed. The time complexity of binary SVM evaluation (eq. 5.6) is O(d ∗NSV ),
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where NSV is the number of support vectors and d is the length of vector. The following are
some possible ways in which we can explore to achieve speedup.

1. Reducing the total number of SVs can directly reduce the computational time of
SVM in the testing phase. Burges et al. attempted to find a w0 that approximated
w in the feature space [10]. w0 is expressed by a reduced set of vectors and corresponding coefficients (α0i ). However, the method for determining the reduced set is
computationally expensive. Exploring this idea further, Downs et al. found a method
to identify and discard unnecessary SVs (those SVs which depend linearly on other
SVs) while leaving the SVM decision function unchanged [20]. A reduction in SVs
of around 40% was reported.

2. Reducing the size of the quadratic program can reduce the number of SVs indirectly
[45]. A subset of training samples are preselected as SVs and the smaller QP problem
is solved. A study by Lin et al.[50] showed that the standard SVM possesses higher
generalization ability and the method of reducing SVs maybe suitable when there is
a large training task or when a large portion of training samples become SVs.

3. In this chapter, we propose to reduce the length of the input vector while recursively
eliminating features, guided by the Leave-One-Out (LOO) approach.
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Figure 5.2: Implementation of Multi-class SVM by ”One-Verse-One”. For four class problem, six binary SVMs are trained to separate each pair of classes.

5.1.2 Multi-class SVM

There are two basic approaches for implementing multi-class SVM: (i) consider all the
data in a single optimization function [15] or (ii) decompose the multiple classes into a
series of binary SVMs, such as ”One-Verse-All” (OVA) [73] and ”One-Verse-One” (OVO)
[41]. Although there are variances of OVO [61] and other sophisticated approaches for
multi-class SVM, OVA and OVO are well suited for practice [32, 64].
For a K-class problem in OVO, K binary SVMs are constructed. The ith SVM is trained
with all the samples of the ith class against the samples from all the other classes. Given
a sample x to classify, K SVMs are evaluated and the label of the class that has the largest
decision function value is chosen.
OVO is constructed by training binary SVMs between pairwise classes. Thus, OVO
model consists of

K(K−1)
2

binary SVMs for the K-class problem. Each of the

K(K−1)
2

SVMs

casts one vote for its favored class, and finally the class with most votes wins [41]. Fig. 5.2
shows an example of four-class OVO SVM.
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Although OVA only requires K binary SVM, its training is computationally more expensive than OVO because each binary SVM is optimized on all the N training samples,
while in OVO, each SVM is trained on

2N
K

samples. The overall training speed of OVO is

usually faster than OVA. We describe our speedup methods in the framework of OVO while
observing that the same techniques can be applied to OVA SVM with minor adjustments.

5.2 Speeding Up SVM Evaluation by PCA and RFE

We speed up SVM evaluation by using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimension reduction and Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) for feature selection. RFE
has been combined with linear SVM in gene selection applications. We incorporate RFE
into standard SVM (linear or non-linear) to eliminate the non-discriminative features and
thus enhance SVM during the test phase. We consider applications such as handwriting
recognition and face detection, where the features can be the pixels of the input images.
Reducing the length of the feature vector while maintaining the accuracy is the objective.
This is usually possible because not all features are discriminative. For example, to distinguish digits ’4’ and ’9’, the upper part of the digit (closed or open) is sufficient to tell them
apart.

5.2.1

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)

RFE is an iterative procedure to remove non-discriminative features [30] in binary classification. The framework of RFE consists of the following steps: 1) Train the classifier; 2)
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Rank the features based on their contribution to classification; and 3) Remove the feature
with lowest ranking. Goto step 1) until no more features remain.

Algorithm.1 SVM-RFE[30]
Inputs: Training samples X0 = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ] and class labels Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ].
Outputs: feature ranked list r.
1: s = [1, 2, · · · , d]; /*surviving features*/
2: r = [];

/*feature ranking list*/

3: while s 6= [] do
4:

X = X0 (s, :); /*only use surviving features of every sample*/

5:

Train linear SVM on X and Y and obtain w;

6:

ci = w2i , ∀i /*weight of the ith feature in s */

7:

f = argmini (ci ); /*index of the lowest ranking*/

8:

r = [s( f ), r]; /*update list*/

9:

s = s(1 : f − 1, f + 1 : length(s)); /*eliminate the lowest ranked feature*/

10: end while. /*end of algorithm*/

Note that the ranking criterion for the discriminability of features is based on w, the
normal vector of the separating hyper-plane (line 6). The idea is that a feature is discriminative if it significantly influences the width of the margin of the SVM. Recall that SVM
2
n
2
tries to seek the maximum width of margin ( kwk
2 = 2/ ∑i=1 wi ).
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RFE requires many iterations. If we have d features in total and want the top F features,
the number of iterations is d − F if only one feature is eliminated at a time. More than one
feature can be removed at a time by modifying line 7-9 in the algorithm above, at the
expense of possible degradation in performance.

5.2.2

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

RFE works well in gene selection problems, because there are usually few (hundreds) training samples of gene expressions. In applications with large number of training samples like
OCR, we use PCA to preprocess the data and perform dimension reduction before RFE.
The benefit of projecting xi into the PCA space is that those eigenvectors associated with
large eigenvalues are more ”principal”. The less important components can be removed
thus reducing the dimension of the space. PCA is a suitable dimension reduction method
for SVM classifiers because SVM is invariant under PCA transform. A proof is presented
later.

5.2.3

Feature Reduced Support Vector Machines

Incorporating both PCA and RFE into a multi-class SVM, we propose the following algorithm in the OVO framework:

Algorithm 2 Training of FR-SVM
Input: Training samples X0 = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ]; class labels Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ]; M(number
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of classes); P( chosen principal components); and F(chosen top ranked features).
Output: Trained multi-class SVM classifier OVO; [V,D,P](the parameters for PCA transformation).
1: [V, D] = PCA(X0 ); /*Eigen vectors & values */
2: X = PCA Trans f orm(V, D, X0 , P); /*dimension reduction by PCA to P components */
3: for i=1 to M do
4:

for j=i+1 to M do

5:

C1 = X(:, f ind(Y == i)); /*data of class i*/

6:

C2 = X(:, f ind(Y == j)); /*data of class j*/

7:

r = SVM-RFE(C1 ,C2 );

8:

Fc ← F top ranked features from r;

9:

C10 = C1 (Fc, :); /*only the F components*/

/*ranking list*/

10:

C20 = C2 (Fc, :);

11:

Binary SVM model ← Train SVM on C10 & C20 ;

12:

OVO{i}{ j} ← {Binary SVM Model, Fc}; /*save the model and selected
features*/

13:

end for

14: end for/*end of algorithm*/

Algorithm 3 Evaluation of FR-SVM
Inputs: Evaluation samples X0 = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ]; Trained multi-class SVM classifier (OVO);
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M(number of classes); [V, D, P](the parameters for PCA transformation).
Outputs: Labels Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ].
1: X = PCA Trans f orm(V, D, X0 , P);
2: for k=1 to N do
3:

x = X(:, k); /*one test sample*/

4:

Votes=zeros(1,M); /*votes for each class*/

5:

for i=1 to M do

6:

for j=i+1 to M do

7:

{Binary SVM, Fc} ← OVO{i}{ j} ;

8:

x0 = x(Fc); /*only the selected components*/

9:

Label ← SVM(x0 ); /*binary SVM evaluation*/

10:
11:

Votes(Label)=Votes(Label)+1;
end for

12:

end for

13:

Y(k) = f ind(Votes == max(Votes)); /*the one with max votes wins*/

14: end for/*end of algorithm*/

Algorithms 2 and 3 are for the training and evaluation of FR-SVM respectively. For
every binary SVM, we apply RFE to obtain the top F most discriminative features (components). During the evaluation phase, we use only the selected features. The F features
may be different for different pairs of classes. Instead of predefining the number of fea-
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tures F, an optimal F can be determined automatically by cross validation. This approach
may be time-consuming when the training set or the number of classes is large. To make
the FR-SVM more efficient, we let F be user-defined or determined by the Leave-One-Out
(LOO) procedure, which will be described in the next section. Similarly, FR-SVM leaves
P (number of chosen principal components) to be user-defined.
We will now prove that SVM is invariant under PCA transform.

Theorem. (5.2) The evaluation result of SVM with linear, polynomial and RBF kernels is
invariant if the input vector is transformed by PCA.
Proof. Suppose V = [v1 , v2 , · · · , vn ], where vi is an eigenvector. The PCA transformation
of vector x is V T x. Recall the optimization problem (5.3). If the kernel matrix H does not
change, then the optimization does not change (under the same constraints). Since H(i, j) =
yi y j K(xi , x j ), we simply need to prove invariance of K(V T xi ,V T x j ) = K(xi , x j ). Note that
all eigenvectors are normal, i.e., vTi vi = 1, ∀i and mutually orthogonal, i.e., vTi v j = 0(i 6= j).
Therefore, we have V T V = I, where I is a unit matrix.
Now, for the linear case, K(V T xi ,V T x j ) = V T xi ·V T x j = (V T xi )T V T x j = xTi (VV T )x j =
xTi Ix j = xTi x j = K(xi , x j ). Similarly, we can prove for the polynomial case.
For RBF kernel, it is enough to show kV T xi − V T x j k2 = kxi − x j k2 . Expanding the
Euclidean norm, we have kV T xi −V T x j k2 = (V T xi )2 + (V T x j )2 − 2(V T xi )T (V T x j ) = x2i +
x2j − 2xi x j = kxi − x j k2 .
Given the theorem above, we can utilize PCA to preprocess the training samples and
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reduce the dimension of the feature space. This preprocessing is optional, if the original
dimension of samples is not high (say, below 50). We use PCA to reduce the dimension
before RFE because it leads to reduction of RFE iterations and saves the computational
time of each iteration during training.

5.3 Leave-One-Out Guided Recursive Feature Elimination

In algorithm 2, the number of top ranked features F is decided empirically and can be
adjusted by experiments. The feature selection problem is defined in two ways [76]: (i)
given a fixed F ¿ d, find the F features that give the smallest expected generalization
error; or (ii) given a maximum allowable generalization error, find the smallest number of
features, F. In both cases, the generalization error must be estimated. It has been shown
that determining the minimum F in (ii) is NP-complete [18].
The performance of SVM can be measured by the generalization error. Cross-validation
is a typical technique for estimating the generalization error. In the k-fold cross-validation,
the training set is randomly divided into k subsets of equal size. The SVM is trained using
(k − 1) subsets and tested on the left out subset. The procedure is repeated k times and the
average test error is taken as the estimated generalization error. LOO error is an extreme
case of k-fold cross-validation with k =number of training samples. Since LOO gives a
nearly unbiased estimate of classifier performance [13], we use LOO as a measure to guide
the feature elimination procedure. Intuitively, we can select the feature subset which gives
the minimum LOO error. A major concern in the use of LOO is that it is expensive. To
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address this concern, there are two possible approaches. One is to derive error estimators
that upper bounds the LOO error rate and the other is to compute the LOO directly but efficiently by managing the classifier training. There are several versions of LOO error bounds,
such as Support Vector bound, Radius Margin bound and Span bound [74]. However, it has
been shown empirically that these bounds are not sufficiently accurate for parameter tuning
[21]. Since there exist efficient methods to compute LOO by modifying the SMO SVM
training algorithm [44], we prefer to use LOO to determine the minimum feature subset.
In RFE, we can compute the LOO error and record the number of SVs in each round of
feature elimination. When F varies from d to 1, we have a list of corresponding LOO rates.
Thus, the F (and of course the corresponding subset of features) that yields the minimum
LOO error rate can be determined. However, since our goal is to speed the evaluation of
SVM, which is dominated by two factors (number of features and number of SVs), we
also attempt to minimize the number of SVs. The following example will illustrate our
technique.
# of SVs
Fig. 5.3 shows the SV bounds ( # of Training
Samples )[74], LOO error rates and test error

rates on separating digits ’0’ and ’9’ in the MNIST database [42]. Feature elimination is
carried out by removing 10% of the surviving features in each round of iteration. It can be
seen that the SV bound is quite loose and therefore cannot accurately predict the minimum
test error, while LOO is an accurate performance estimator. After the SV bound reaches
its minimum at the 30th iteration (the circled point in Fig. 5.3), the test error increases
significantly. Therefore, feature elimination after the 30th iteration is not reliable. Since
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Figure 5.3: The SV bounds, LOO error rates and test error rates on separating digit ’0’
and ’9’ SVM with Gaussian kernel (C = 5 and σ = 20). The circle and triangle denote the
minimum point of the SV bounds and LOO rates respectively.

Figure 5.4: Digit ’0’, ’9’ and the selected 76 discriminative features that separate ’0’ and
’9’. The triangle in Fig. 5.3 corresponds to the 23rd iteration after which the 76 features
survived.

we prefer a smaller number of SVs, we can choose the minimum LOO before the lowest SV
bound. In Fig. 5.3, we choose the triangled point which corresponds to the 23rd iteration
where 76 features remain. These 76 features are sufficient to distinguish digit ’0’ and ’9’,
as show in Fig. 5.4.
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5.4 Experiments

The main purpose of the experiments is two fold: 1)Test the accuracy of FR-SVM. Since
our primary goal is to enhance the SVM evaluation speed, we want to ensure that the performance of SVM is not comprised. 2) Observe the speedup that can be achieved without
negatively influencing the accuracy of SVM.
Three datasets were used in our experiments (Table 5.1). Iris is a classical dataset
for testing classification, available from the UCI KDD archives [31]. It has 150 samples
with 50 in each of the three classes. We used the first 35 samples from every class for
training and the remaining 15 for testing. The MNIST database [42] contains 10 classes
of handwritten digits (0-9). There are 60,000 samples for training and 10,000 samples for
testing. The digits have been size-normalized and centered in a fixed-size image (28 ×
28). It is a benchmark database for machine learning techniques and pattern recognition
methods. The third dataset, Isolet was generated from spoken letters [31]. Thus, the number
of the classes varies from 3 to 26 in our experiments and the number of samples varies from
hundreds (Iris) to tens of thousands (MNIST).
We used the OSU SVM Classifier Matlab Toolbox [51], which is based on LIBSVM
[12]. On each dataset, we trained the multi-class OVO SVM using the RBF kernel. The
regularizing parameters C and σ were determined by cross validation on the training set.
The validation performance was measured by training on 70% of the training set and testing
on the remaining 30%. The C and σ that give the highest accuracy were selected. The FR-
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Table 5.1: Description of the multi-class datasets used in the experiments.
Name

# of

# of

# of

# of

Training

Testing

Classes

Attributes

Samples

Samples

Iris

105

45

3

4

MNIST

60000

10000

10

784

Isolet

6238

1559

26

617

SVM was trained with exactly the same parameters (C and σ) and conditions as OVO SVM
except that we varied two additional parameters P (the number of principal components)
and F (the number of top ranked features). We compared the performance of OVO SVM
and FR-SVM in three aspects: classification accuracy, training and testing speed.

5.4.1

PCA Dimension Reduction

Our first experiment involved varying P (let F = P) which implies PCA without feature
selection. Since PCA reduces dimensions before SVM training and testing, PCA is able to
improve both the training and testing speed. Table 5.2 summarizes our results on the Iris
dataset. The first row with 0/ indicates that there was no PCA transformation, i.e., it shows
the results of standard OVO SVM. The execution time of PCA (2nd column) is separated
from the regular SVM training time (3rd column). The total training time of FR-SVM is
the sum of PCA and SVM training times.
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Since the Iris set is small, the contribution of PCA on training and testing time was not
observed. However, it is interesting to note that the accuracy is not affected when P = 4 or
P = 3. And even when P = 1, the accuracy is still high (97.78%).

The results on the MNIST and Isolet are shown in Table 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
It is encouraging that the PCA dimension reduction improves the accuracy of SVM on
the MNIST dataset. When P = 50, the accuracy of FR-SVM is 98.30%, while that of
OVO SVM is 97.90%. When P = 25, a speedup of 11.5 (278.9/24.3) in testing and 6.8
(4471.6/(228.6+441.4)) in training is achieved. The speedups are in line with our expectations, since the dimensions of samples were reduced before SVM training and testing. The
results on the Isolet are similar, as shown in Table 5.4. The difference for MNIST is that
the accuracy of FR-SVM decreases as P decreases, but not significantly before P = 100.
The computational time of training and testing is saved significantly by PCA dimension
reduction. An interesting observation on Isolet is that the training time is reduced from
249.4 (secs) to 86.5 (secs) with just PCA transformation and no dimension reduction (when
P = 617). This could be possibly traced back to the implementation of the SVM optimization toolbox. From Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, we can see that the accuracy of SVM remains
the same with PCA transformation but without dimension reduction (when P =the number
of original dimensions). This validates our theorem 5.2.
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Table 5.2: The results of FR-SVM on the Iris(without RFE feature selection). P is the
number of principal components chosen. The line with 0/ is the results of OVO SVM.
C = 500 and σ = 200 for both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
P

Accuracy

(F=P)

5.4.2

PCA

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

(secs)

0/

100%

NA

0

0

4

100%

0.016

0

0

3

100%

0.015

0

0

2

97.78%

0.015

0

0

1

97.78%

0.015

0

0

RFE Feature Selection

The second experiment involved varying F without PCA transformation. Since the feature
elimination procedure required many iterations, we fixed the number of features eliminated
each time (1 on Iris, and 20 on MNIST and Isolet empirically). The accuracy, time of RFE,
training time and testing time are shown in Table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 on the three datasets
respectively. The first row shows the results of basic OVO SVM when no feature is eliminated. As in the previous experiment, the execution time of RFE is separated from the
regular SVM training time. The total training time of FR-SVM is therefore the sum of RFE
(2n column) and SVM training (3rd column) times.
On the Iris dataset, only RFE required additional time, since the dataset is small. We
note that only one feature is sufficient to distinguish a pair of Iris classes (for F = 1, the
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Table 5.3: The results of FR-SVM on the MNIST(without RFE feature selection). P is the
number of principal components chosen. The line with 0/ is the results of basic OVO SVM.
C = 5 and σ = 20 for both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
P

Accuracy

(F=P)

PCA

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

(secs)

0/

97.90%

NA

4471.6

278.9

784

97.90%

258.6

4467.4

275.7

500

97.84%

255.8

4230.7

250.1

300

97.58%

252.4

3800.8

237.2

200

97.92%

243.6

3650.2

231.9

150

97.96%

237.5

2499.2

175.7

100

98.20%

234.3

1529.6

102.2

50

98.30%

230.1

628.8

48.8

25

97.94%

228.6

441.4

24.3

10

92.76%

228.0

128.7

12.8

76

Table 5.4: The results of FR-SVM on the Isolet(without RFE feature selection). P is the
number of principal components chosen. The line with 0/ is the results of basic OVO SVM.
C = 10 and σ = 200 for both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
P

Accuracy

(F=P)

PCA

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

(secs)

0/

96.92%

NA

249.4

36.7

617

96.92%

21.2

86.5

36.6

400

96.86%

19.7

66.1

24.5

300

96.86%

19.3

57.9

18.4

200

96.60%

18.6

43.5

12.7

150

96.54%

18.3

38.3

9.3

100

96.28%

18.0

33.4

6.4

50

95.51%

18.0

24.7

3.6

25

93.39%

18.0

20.3

2.3

10

81.21%

17.4

12.1

2.0
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Table 5.5: The results of FR-SVM on the Iris(without PCA dimension reduction). F is the
number of top ranked features chosen for each pair of classes. C = 500 and σ = 200 for
both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
F

Accuracy

RFE

(secs)

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

4

100%

0

0

0

3

100%

0.016

0

0

2

100%

0.016

0

0

1

100%

0.016

0

0

accuracy is still 100%), as shown in Table 5.5.
On the MNIST, the accuracy steadily decreased as F decreased, but not significantly.
Compared to PCA, the speedup gained in testing is quite close. In addition, we observe that
RFE is computationally expensive because of its recursive iterations. To eliminate 684 features (F = 100), the number of iterations was 34 (684/20, 20 features eliminated at a time),
which took 13.7 hours (49432 secs). Without PCA, the procedure of RFE was painfully
long. From the results on the Isolet as shown in Table 5.7, we have similar observations.

5.4.3 Combination of PCA and RFE

The third experiment involved observing how the combination of PCA and RFE contributed
to multi-category SVM classification. We chose the minimum P in the first experiment
which guaranteed that the accuracy would be as high as the standard SVM. Then we chose
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Table 5.6: The results of FR-SVM on the MNIST(without PCA dimension reduction). F
is the number of top ranked features chosen for each pair of classes. C = 5 and σ = 20 for
both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
F

Accuracy

RFE

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

(secs)

784

97.90%

0

4471.6

278.9

500

97.87%

35306

3179.7

251.1

300

97.82%

45120

2535.3

243.6

200

97.74%

47280

1094.4

221.0

150

97.40%

49344

648.0

114.1

100

96.62%

49432

398.7

110.6

50

94.56%

49440

286.2

47.1

25

89.86%

49446

208.8

25.5

10

75.60%

52126

171.9

13.5
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F to be as small as possible for comparison purposes. The parameters C and σ remained the
same as in previous experiments. The results are shown in Table 5.8. Training speedup was
calculated as

Training time of OVO SVM
Training time of FR-SVM .

Note that the training time of FR-SVM is the sum of

PCA, RFE, and SVM training. Similarly, the evaluation speedup was

Testing time of OVO SVM
Testing time of FR-SVM .

On the Iris dataset, the training speedup of FR-SVM over OVO SVM was 1 because both
execution times were negligible. On the MNIST dataset, FR-SVM achieved a speedup in
both training and testing. The gain in training was due to the dimension reduction by PCA.
The gain in testing was due to the combinatorial contribution of PCA and RFE. On the
Isolet dataset, the training of FR-SVM is slightly slower than OVO SVM because of RFE
(training speedup = 0.98). However, during testing, we observed a significant improvement
(by an order of 10) with accuracy remaining comparable. When P = 50 and F = 40, the
accuracy of FR-SVM on MNIST was 98.14%, which is higher than that of OVO SVM
(97.90%). When P = 200 and F = 60, the accuracy of FR-SVM on Isolet was 96.28%,
which is slightly lower than that of OVO SVM (96.92%). To summarize, PCA and RFE can
significantly improve the evaluation speed of standard SVM while maintaining accuracy.

5.4.4 LOO error guided Feature Elimination
The minimum size of the feature subset for each binary classification can be automatically
determined by the LOO error, as discussed in section 4. Here we use the Isolet database to
evaluate the technique of LOO guided RFE. We compared three strategies that determined
F in algorithm 2: (i) using the minimum number of Support Vectors (min-SVs), (ii) using
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Table 5.7: The results of FR-SVM on the Isolet(without PCA dimension reduction). F is
the number of top ranked features chosen for each pair of classes. C = 10 and σ = 200 for
both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
F

Accuracy

RFE

Training

Testing

(secs)

(secs)

(secs)

617

96.92%

0

249.4

36.7

400

96.98%

758.4

80.2

22.3

300

96.86%

868.6

50.0

15.7

200

96.60%

981.1

30.0

12.4

150

96.73 %

1065.3

23.6

11.5

100

96.28 %

1164.0

12.8

5.3

50

96.09 %

1284.8

4.6

3.1

25

95.2 %

1301.8

3.9

3.0

10

93.14 %

1314.7

2.6

2.8

Table 5.8: Combination of PCA and RFE. P is the number of principal components chosen.
F is the number of top ranked features chosen for each pair of classes. Speedup is FR-SVM
vs. OVO SVM.
Dataset

P

F

Accuracy

Training

Testing

Speedup

Speedup

Iris

3

3

100%

1

1.3

MNIST

50

40

98.14%

3.90

10.9

Isolet

200

60

96.28%

0.98

11.1
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Table 5.9: Comparison of feature subset size determination strategies. The Isolet database
was used. C = 10 and σ = 200 for both OVO SVM and FR-SVM.
F

Classifier

Average

Average

Acc.

Strategy

size(KB)

F#

SVs #

min-SVs

1825.6

31

15.7

95.38%

min-LOO

2223.9

16

24.2

95.38%

LOO+SVs

4752.0

53

18.8

96.02%

OVO SVM

17251.8

617

53.7

96.92%

the minimum LOO error rate (min-LOO), and (iii) choosing the minimum LOO error rate
before the number of SVs reaches its minimum (LOO+SVs). The comparison was carried
out in four aspects: the size of the trained classifier model; the average size of feature subset
between a pair of classes; the average number Support Vectors between a pair of classes
and the overall classification accuracy. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.9.
The LOO+SVs strategy yields more accurate results (96.02%) than LOO or SVs alone
(both 95.38%), although the latter two strategies can achieve more concise feature subsets and consequently, more compact classifier (size-wise). Compared to OVO SVM,
LOO+SVs achieves about 3.6 (17251.8/4752.0) times classifier compression. The average discriminative feature subset between each pair of classes can be as low as 53 out of
617 (by feature elimination). Moreover, the average number of SVs is only 18.8, which
is about 53.7/18.8 ≈ 2.9 times less than the standard OVO SVM. Therefore, a significant
speedup of classification is achieved at the sacrifice of slight performance degradation (the
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difference between accuracy 96.92% and 96.02% is only 14 errors out of 1559 test samples).

5.5 Chapter Summary

Effective off-line handwritten digit recognition is implemented by incorporating both PCA
and RFE into the standard SVM. The accuracy of FR-SVM can be high (98.14%, Table
5.8). With FR-SVM, no feature is explicitly defined. PCA reduces dimensions and RFE
selects the most discriminative features. The ”features” are just original data with simple
preprocessing. By choosing proper number of principle components and features for pairwise classes, significant speedup in SVM evaluation can be achieved while maintaining
accuracy. It should be noted that the FR-SVM is not only applicable to handwritten data,
regular classification problems can also benefit from PCA and RFE.
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Chapter 6

GENERALIZED REGRESSION MODEL FOR SEQUENTIAL
PATTERN CLUSTERING

In the previous chapters, the classification problems we discussed are actually supervised classification, where the labels of training samples are available. In this chapter, we
discuss the unsupervised problem of sequential pattern clustering. Again, no explicit feature extraction is performed. The original attributes of the data are input as features. We
propose a Generalized Regression Model (GRM) to tackle the sequence clustering challenges.

Linear relation has been found to be valuable in rule discovery of stocks, such as, if
stock X goes up a, stock Y will go down b. The traditional linear regression models the
linear relation of two sequences faithfully. However, if a user requires clustering of stocks
into groups where sequences have high linearity or similarity with each other, it is prohibitively expensive to compare sequences one by one. We present Generalized Regression
Model (GRM) to match the linearity of multiple sequences at a time. GRM also gives
strong heuristic support for graceful and efficient clustering.
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6.1 Generalized Regression Model

6.1.1 Why not the traditional Regression Model.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Simple Regression Model is well suited for testing the linear
relation of two sequences and R2 is a good measure for linear relations. For example,
R2 (X1 , X2 ) = 0.95 is strong evidence that the two sequences X1 and X2 are linearly related
to each other. When we need to test only two sequences, the Simple Regression Model is
adequate. However, when more than two sequences are involved as in the task of clustering,
regression must be performed between each pair of sequences. We cannot directly compute
R2 from multiple sequences, because R2 in Multiple Regression means the linear relation
between Y and the linear combination of X1 , X2 , · · · , XK . Moreover, R2 in the Multiple
Regression is sensitive to the order of sequences. If we randomly choose Xi to substitute for
Y as the dependent variable and let Y be independent variable, then the regression becomes
Xi = β0 + β1 X1 + · · · + βiY + · · · + βK XK + u. The R2 here is therefore different from that of
model (2.6). Model (2.6) describes a hyper-plane instead of a line in (K + 1)-dimensional
space which is what weed need too test the linearity (similarity) among multiple sequences.

Generalizing the Simple Regression Model to multiple sequences, we propose the Generalized Regression Model (GRM) to address the issues described above.
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6.1.2 GRM: Generalized Regression Model.
Given K(K ≥ 2) sequences X1 , X2 , · · · , XK and
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The objective is to find a line in the K-dimensional space that fits the N points in the
sense of minimum-sum-of-squared-error. In traditional regression, the error term is defined
as:
ui = yi − (β0 + β1 x1i + · · · + βK xKi )

(6.1)

It is the distance between yi and the regression hyper-plane in the direction of the axis Y .
This makes sequence Y different from Xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , K). Fig. 6.1 a) shows the ui of the
traditional regression in 2-dimensional space. In GRM, we define the error term ui as the
vertical distance from point (x1i , x2i , · · · , xKi ) to the regression line. It should be noted that
there is no Y here anymore, as no sequence is special. Fig. 6.1 b) shows the newly defined
ui in two-dimensional space.
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a) Simple Regression Model
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Figure 6.1: a) In the traditional Simple Regression Model, sequences Y and X compose a
2-dimensional space. (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), · · · , (xN , yN ) are points in the space. The regression
line is the line that fits these points in the sense of minimum-sum-of-squared-error. b) In
GRM, two sequences also compose a 2-dimensional space. The error term ui is defined as
the vertical distance from the point to the regression line.

The Appendix of this chapter gives details on how to determine the regression line in
K-dimensional space. For now, we assume we have found the regression line as follows:
p(1) − x1
p(2) − x2
p(K) − xK
=
= ··· =
e1
e2
eK

(6.2)

where p(i) is the i-th element of point p and [e1 , e2 , · · · , eK ]t is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the scatter matrix (see Appendix). x j ( j = 1, 2, · · · , K) is
the average of sequence X j .
If any point p in the K-dimensional space satisfies equation (6.2), it must lie on the
regression line. For the N points p1 , p2 , · · · , pN , only some may lie on the regression line,
but the sum of squared-distance from p j ( j = 1, 2, · · · , N) to the regression line is minimized.
To guarantee the regression line exists and is unique, we need following two assumptions:
• Assumption 1. ∑N
i=1 (x ji − x j ) 6= 0. No sequence is constant. This guarantees the
scatter matrix has an eigenvector.
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• Assumption 2. There exist at least two points pi , p j among the N points such that
pi 6= p j . This guarantees that the N points determine a unique line.

Since in practice, it is unlikely that a sequence is constant or all K sequences are exactly
the same, these assumptions do not limit the applications of GRM.
As in the traditional regression case, we define a measure for the Goodness-of-fit:
GR2 = 1 −

2
∑N
i=1 ui
2
∑Kj=1 ∑N
i=1 (x ji − x j )

(6.3)

If GR2 is close to 1, then we know the regression line fits the N points well, implying that
the K sequences have a high degree of linear relationship with each other.
We need the following two lemmas before we prove an important theorem of GRM.
Lemma. (6.1.1) Two sequences X1 and X2 are linear to each other ⇔ Two sequences X1
and X2 have a linear relation as

x1i −x1
σ(X1 )

=

x2i −x2
σ(X2 ) (i

= 1, 2, · · · , N), where σ(X) denotes the

standard deviation of sequence X.
Proof. Two sequences X1 and X2 are linear to each other implies
x2i = β0 + β1 x1i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N)

(6.4)

So, we have:
N

N

i=1

i=1

∑ x2i = Nβ0 + ∑ x1i

(6.5)

x2 = β0 + β1 x1

(6.6)

That is:
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By subtracting (6.6) from (6.4), we get:
x2i − x2 = β1 (x1i − x1 )

(6.7)

From (6.4) we know that σ(X2 ) = σ(β0 + β1 X1 ) = β1 σ(X1 ), i.e., β1 = σ(X2 )/σ(X1 ). Thus,
(6.7) can be rewritten as

x1i −x1
σ(X1 )

=

x2i −x2
σ(X2 ) .

Lemma. (6.1.2) K sequences X1 , X2 , · · · , XK are linear to each other ⇔ K sequences X1 , X2 , · · · , XK
have a linear relation as

x1i −x1
σ(X1 )

2i −x2
Ki −xK
= xσ(X
= · · · = xσ(X
(i = 1, 2, · · · , N), where σ(X) denotes
K)
2)

the standard deviation of sequence X.
Proof. From lemma 6.1.1, this is obvious.
Applying lemma 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, we can obtain the following theorem:
Theorem. (6.1.2) K sequences X1 , X2 , · · · , XK are linear to each other ⇔ Points p1 , p2 , · · · , pN
are all distributed on a line in K-dimensional space and this line is the regression line.
Proof. From right to left is obvious. Let’s prove the implication from left to right.
According to lemma 6.1.2, if X1 , X2 , · · · , XK are linear to each other, then:
xKi − xK
x1i − x1 x2i − x2
=
= ··· =
σ(X1 )
σ(X2 )
σ(XK )

(6.8)

Recall that point pi = [x1i , x2i , · · · , xKi ]t . Let pi (k) = xki , (6.8) can be rewritten as:
pi (1) − x1
pi (2) − x2
pi (K) − xK
=
= ··· =
σ(X1 )
σ(X2 )
σ(XK )

(6.9)
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Equation (6.9) implies that point pi (i = 1, · · · , N) is on the line. Therefore, we conclude
that p1 , p2 , · · · , pN are distributed on a line in K-dimensional space.
Now we need to show that the line is the regression line. The N points p1 , p2 , · · · , pN
determine the line (6.8) and it is unique (assumption 2). Also, our regression line guarantees
that the sum of squared-error is minimized. If and only if the regression line is same as line
(6.8), the sum of squared-error is minimized.

Now, let us derive some properties of GR2 :

1. GR2 =

λ
2
∑N
i=1 kpi −mk

and 1 ≥ GR2 ≥ 0.

2. GR2 = 1 means the K sequences have an exact linear relationship with each other.

3. GR2 is invariant to the order of X1 , X2 , · · · , XK , i.e., we can arbitrarily change the order
of the K sequences and the value of GR2 does not change.

Proof.

1. According to 7 Appendix, we have:
N

∑

i=1

u2i

N

= −e Se + ∑ k pi − m k2
t

i=1

(6.10)
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Thus,

GR

2

2
∑N
i=1 ui
= 1− K
2
∑ j=1 ∑N
i=1 (x ji − x j )
2
∑N
i=1 ui
2
∑N
i=1 k pi − m k
et Se
=
(recall (6.10))
2
k
p
−
m
k
∑N
i
i=1
et λe
=
2
∑N
i=1 k pi − m k
λ
=
(recall that k e k2 = 1)
N
2
∑i=1 k pi − m k

= 1−

N
2
t
2
From (6.10), we know ∑N
i=1 ui = −e Se + ∑i=1 k pi − m k ≥ 0, therefore:
N

∑ k pi − m k2≥ et Se = λ ≥ 0

(6.11)

i=1

so we conclude 1 ≥ GR2 ≥ 0.

2
2. If GR2 = 1, then ∑N
i=1 ui = 0, which means that the regression line fits the N points

perfectly. Therefore, according to theorem 6.1.2, the K sequences have an exact
linear relation with each other.

3. This is obvious.

Because GR2 has the above important properties, we define GR2 as the degree of linear
relation and the similarity measure in the same sense as in a simple linear relation.
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6.2 Applications of GRM

The procedure of applying GRM to measure the linear relation of multiple sequences is
described in algorithm GRM.1.
GRM.1: Testing linearity of multiple sequences

• Organize the given K sequences with length N into N points p1 , p2 , · · · , pK in Kdimensional space as shown in §6.1.2.

• Determine the regression line. First, calculate the average m =

1
N

∑N
i=1 pi . Second,

t
calculate the scatter matrix S = ∑N
i=1 (pi − m)(pi − m) . Then, determine the maxi-

mum eigenvalue λ and corresponding eigenvector e of S.

• Calculate GR2 according to property 1 of GR2 .

• Let us say we only accept linearity with confidence no less than C (say, C = 85%).
If GR2 ≥ C, we can conclude that the K sequences are linear to each other with
confidence GR2 and the linear relation is as in (6.2).
In step 2), the eigenvector e (corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue λ) is the actually the first principle component by PCA analysis. However, the essential difference
between GRM.1 and PCA is that GRM.1 first organizes the K sequences into N points
and then uses the technique of PCA to determine the generalized regression line whose
direction is indicated by the eigenvector e. Based on how well the N points are distributed
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Figure 6.2: An example of applying GRM.1 to two sequences.

along the regression line, GR2 is computed to measure the overall similarity of multiple
sequences.

6.2.1

Apply GRM.1 to two sequences: an example.

Suppose we want to test two sequences X1 and X2 and

X1 = [ 0, 3, 7, 10, 6, 5, 10, 14, 13, 17];

X2 = [11, 17, 25, 30, 24, 22, 25, 34, 39, 45],
as shown in Fig. 6.2 a) and b) respectively.
First, organize the two sequences into 10 points: (0, 11), (3, 17), (7, 25), (10, 30), (6,
24), (5, 22), (10, 25), (14, 34), (13, 39), (17, 45). If we draw the 10 points in the X1 -X2
space, their distribution is as shown in Fig. 6.2 c).
t
Second, determine the regression line. Average m = N1 ∑N
i=1 pi = [8.5, 27.2] . Maximum

eigenvalue λ = 1161.9 and corresponding eigenvector e = [0.4553, 0.8904]t .
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Figure 6.3: Three sequences with low similarity.

Third, calculate GR2 = 0.9896. Since GR2 is high (98.96%), we can conclude that X1
is linearly related to X 2 . In addition, we find their linear relation is

X1 −8.5
0.4553

=

X1 −27.2
0.8904 .

If we observe Fig. 6.2 a) and b), we can see they are visually similar (linear) to each
other. So the conclusion based on GR2 makes intuitive sense.

6.2.2 Apply GRM.1 to multiple sequences: an example.

GRM is intended to test whether multiple sequences are linear to each other or not. Let
us consider an example for testing 3 sequences at a time.
Suppose we have three sequences, as shown in Fig. 6.3:
X1 = [6, 9, 13, 16, 12, 11, 16, 20, 19, 23];
X2 = [8, 13, 13, 17, 13, 18, 16, 13, 17, 19];
X3 = [5, 9, 12, 14, 17, 18, 17, 15, 13, 13].
We can calculate GR2 = 0.7301. This score is not very high, thus we can conclude that
some sequences are not linear to others. If we observe the three sequences in Fig. 6.3, we
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can see that none of the three sequences are actually linear to each other. This example
once again demonstrates that GR2 is an intuitive measure.

6.2.3

Apply GRM to clustering of massive sequences.

We can make use of algorithm GRM 1 to obtain heuristic information for clustering
sequences. From theorem 6.1.2, lemma 6.1.2 and the formula of the regression line equation (6.2), we know that if multiple sequences have linear relation with each other, then the
eigenvector is directly related to the standard deviations, i.e.,
Inversely,
σ(X j )
ej

σ(Xi )
ei

≈

σ(X j )
ej

σ(X1 )
e1

is a strong hint that they may be linear; if

=

σ(Xi )
ei

σ(X2 )
e2

= ··· =

σ(XK )
eK .

differs greatly from

, then they can not be linear. This is valuable hint for clustering. We call

σ(Xi )
ei

the

feature value of sequence Xi .
Based on this, we derive an algorithm for clustering large number of sequences. Given
a set of sequences S = {Xi | i = 1, 2, · · · , K}, algorithm GRM.2 is as follows.
Algorithm GRM.2: Clustering of massive sequences

• Apply Algorithm GRM.1 to test whether the given sequences are linear to each other
or not. If the answer to the test is yes, all the sequences can go into one cluster and
we can stop, otherwise, go to next step.

• After GRM.1, we have eigenvector [e1 , e2 , · · · , eK ]t . Create a feature value sequence
σ(XK )
1 ) σ(X2 )
F = ( σ(X
e1 , e2 , · · · , eK ) and sort it in increasing order. After sorting, let F =
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( f1 , f2 , · · · , fK ).

• Start from the first feature value f1 in F. Suppose the corresponding sequence is
Xi . We only check the linearity of Xi with the sequences whose feature values in
F are close to f1 . Here ”close” means f j / f1 ≤ ξ. We take those sequences which
have linearity with Xi with confidence ≥ C and put them into cluster CM1 . Delete all
the sequences in this cluster from set S, and repeat the procedure to obtain the next
cluster until S becomes empty.

Fig. 6.4 shows an example of clustering the Reality-Check sequences [8]. The data
set consists of 14 sequences, from Space Shuttle telemetry, Exchange Rates and artificial
data. Fig. 6.4 b) shows the sequence number and the corresponding feature values. After
sorting the feature value, we can see that similar sequences are close to each other. For
instance, sequence # 2,# 3,# 5 have close feature values as shown in Fig. 6.4 b) and the
final clustering result confirms that they are similar to each other as shown in Fig. 6.4 a).
The most time-consuming part in GRM.1 and GRM.2 is the calculation of the maximum
eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of scatter matrix S. Fast algorithm [19] can do
calculate these with high efficiency.

6.3 Experiments
Our experiments focus on two aspects: 1) Is GR2 a good measure for linearity? If two
or more sequences have a high degree of linearity with each other, will GR2 be close to 1
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Figure 6.4: a) The clustering of the Reality-Check sequences by GRM.2. b) Sequence
numbers and corresponding feature values in increasing order.

and vice versa? 2) Can GRM.2 be used to mine linear stocks in the market? What is the
accuracy and performance of GRM.2 in clustering sequences?
We generated 5000 random sequences of real numbers. Each sequence X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xN ]
is a random walk: xt+1 = xt + zt ,t = 1, 2, · · · , where zt is an independent, identically distributed (IID) random variable. Our experiments conducted on these sequences show that
GR2 is a good measure for linearity. Generally speaking, if GR2 ≥ 0.90, the sequences are
very similar to each other; if 0.80 ≤ GR2 ≤ 9.0, the sequences have high degree of linearity,
while GR2 < 0.80 means the linearity is low.
We also downloaded all the NASDAQ stock prices from the Yahoo website starting
from 05-08-2001 and ending at 05-08-2003. It has over 4000 stocks. We used the daily
closing prices of each stock as sequences. These sequences are not of the same length for
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various reasons, such as cash dividend, stock split, etc. We made each sequence length
365 by truncating long sequences and removing short sequences. Finally, we have 3140
sequences all with the same length 365.
The objective is to mine clusters of stocks with similar trends. We have two choices.
The first is GRM.2 and the second is to use the Simple Regression Model and calculate
linearity of each pair by brute-force. For convenience, we name this method BFR (BruteForce R2 ). As we discussed in Chapter 2, the Simple Regression Model can also compare
two sequences without be affected by scaling and shifting, because R2 is invariant to both
scaling and shifting. Intuitively, BFR is more accurate but slower, while GRM.2 is faster
at the expense of accuracy. Our experiments compare the accuracy and performance of
BFR and GRM.2. We do not have to compare GRM.2 with other methods in the field of
sequence analysis because other methods do not match multiple sequences at a time and
most of them are sensitive to scaling and shifting. We require the confidence of linearity
of sequences in the same cluster to be greater than 85%. Recall that linearity is defined by
GR2 in GRM and R2 in the Simple Regression Model.
Given a set of sequences S = {Xi | i = 1, 2, · · · , K}, BFR works as follows:
1) Take an arbitrary sequence from S, say Xi . Find all sequences from S which have R2 ≥
85% with Xi . Collect them in a temporary set. Do post-selection to ensure all sequences
have confidence of linearity ≥ 85% with each other by deleting some sequences from the
set if necessary.
2) Save this temporary set as a cluster and delete all sequences in this set from S.
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Figure 6.5: a) Relative accuracy of GRM.2 when the number of sequences varies. b) Relative accuracy of GRM.2 when the length of sequences varies.

3) Repeat 1) until S become empty.
After we find clusters CM1 ,CM2 , · · · ,CMl using GRM.2 and clusters CR1 ,CR2 , · · · ,CRh
using BFR, we can calculate the accuracy of GRM.2. If the accuracy of the BFR is considered as 1, then the relative accuracy of GRM.2 is as follows.
Accuracy(CM,CR) = [∑ max j (Sim(CMi ,CR j ))]/l,
i

|CM ∩CR |

i
j
.
where Sim(CMi ,CR j ) = 2 |CMi |+|CR
j|

Our programs are written using MATLAB 6.0. Experiments were performed on a PC
with 800MHz CPU and 384MB of RAM.
Fig. 6.5 a) shows the accuracy of GRM.2 relative to BFR while the number of sequences
varies when the length of sequence is fixed at 365. The accuracy remains above 0.99 (99%)
when the number of sequences increases over 3000. Fig. 6.5 b) shows that the relative
accuracy of GRM.2 stays above 0.99 when the length of sequences varies with the number
of sequences fixed at 2000.
Fig. 6.6 a) and b) show the running time of GRM.2 and BFR. We can see that GRM.2
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison between GRM.2 and BFR. a) Running time comparison when the number of sequences varies. b) Running time comparison when the length of
sequences varies.

is significantly faster than BFR, no matter how the number of sequences vary while their
length is fixed and vice versa. The greater speed is at the cost of less than 1% accuracy of
clustering. Note that any clustering algorithm cannot be 100% correct because the classification of some points is always ambiguous.
Fig. 6.7 shows a cluster of stocks we found using GRM.2. The stocks of four companies, A (Agile Software Corporation), M (Microsoft Corporation), P (Parametric Technology Corporation) and T (TMP Worldwide Inc.), have similar trends. They have the
following approximate linear relation:

A−10.96
0.0138

=

M−29.36
0.0140

=

P−6.37
0.0115

=

T −33.62
0.0563

From the stocks shown in Fig. 6.7, we can see that A, M and P fit each other very well
with some shifting. T fits others with both scaling and shifting. This is consistent with this
our observation, since 0.0138, 0.014, 0.0115 are values close to each other, which means
the scaling factor between each pair of M, P and T is close to 1, while 0.0563 is about 4
times of 0.014, therefore the scaling factor between T and M is about 4. Fig. 6.8 shows the
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Figure 6.7: A cluster of stocks mined out by GRM.2.
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Figure 6.8: The regression of Microsoft stock on Agile Software stock.

regression of Microsoft stock on Agile Software stock. The distribution of the points in the
2-dimensional space confirms that the two stocks have a strong linear relation.

6.4 Chapter Summary

GRM is a generalization of the traditional Simple Regression Model. GRM gives a measure
GR2 , which is a new measure of linearity among multiple sequences. The meaning of
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GR2 for linearity is not relative. Based on GR2 , algorithm GRM.1 can test the linearity of
multiple sequences at the same time and GRM.2 can cluster massive sequences with high
accuracy and high efficiency.

6.5 Appendix

Determine the Regression Line in K-dimensional space
Suppose p1 , p2 , · · · , pN are the N points in K-dimensional space. First we can assume
the regression line is l, which can be expressed as:
l = m + ae,

(6.12)

where m is a point in the K-dimensiona space, a is an arbitrary scalar, and e is a unit vector
in the direction of l.
When we project points p1 , p2 , · · · , pN to line l, we have point m + ai e corresponding to
pi (i = 1, · · · , N). The squared error for point pi is:
u2i =k (m + ai e) − pi k2
Thus, the sum of all the squared-errors is:
N

∑

i=1

u2i

N

= ∑ k (m + ai e) − pi k2
i=1
N

= ∑ k ai e − (pi − m) k2
i=1

N

N

N

N

i=1
N

i=1
N

i=1

i=1

i=1

= ∑ a2i k e k2 −2 ∑ ai et (pi − m) + ∑ k pi − m k2
i=1

= ∑ a2i − 2 ∑ ai et (pi − m) + ∑ k pi − m k2

(6.13)
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Since e is unit vector, k e k2 = 1.
2
In GRM, the sum of squared error must be minimized. Note that ∑N
i=1 ui is a function

of m, ai and e. Partially differentiating it with respect to ai and setting the derivative to be
zero, we can obtain:
ai = et (pi − m)

(6.14)

2
Now, we should determine vector e to minimize ∑N
i=1 ui . Substituting (6.14), we have:
N

∑ u2i =

i=1

N

N

N

i=1
N

i=1

∑ a2i − 2 ∑ aiai + ∑ k pi − m k2

i=1

N

= − ∑ a2i + ∑ k pi − m k2
i=1
N

i=1

N

= − ∑ [et (pi − m)]2 + ∑ k pi − m k2
i=1
N

i=1

N

= − ∑ [et (pi − m)(pi − m)t e] + ∑ k pi − m k2
i=1

i=1

N

= −et Se + ∑ k pi − m k2 ,
i=1

t
where S = ∑N
i=1 (pi − m)(pi − m) , called scatter matrix[22].

The vector e that minimizes the above equation also maximizes et Se. We can use Lagrange multipliers to maximize et Se subject to the constraint k e k2 = 1. Let:
µ = et Se − λ(et e − 1)

(6.15)

Differentiating µ with respect to e, we have:
∂µ
= 2Se − 2λe
∂e

(6.16)
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Therefore, to maximize et Se, e must be the eigenvector of the scatter matrix S:
Se = λe

(6.17)

et Se = λet e = λ

(6.18)

Furthermore, note that,

Since S generally has more than one eigenvector, we should select the eigenvector e which
corresponds to the largest eigenvalue λ.
2
Finally, we need m to complete the solution. ∑N
i=1 k pi − m k should be minimized

(since it is always non-negative) by making m the average of p1 , p2 , · · · , pN . Readers are
referred to [22] for proof.
With m as the average of the N points and e derived from (6.17), the regression line
l is determined. Let e = [e1 , e2 , · · · , eK ]t and m = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xK ]t . l can be expressed as:
p(1)−x1
e1

=

p(2)−x2
e2

= ··· =

p(K)−xK
,
eK

where p(i) is the i-th element of point p.
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Chapter 7
SUMMARY

This thesis focuses on the problem sequential pattern classification without explicit feature extraction. To avoid explicit and costly feature extraction, we present direct similarity
measure ER2 for use in multi-dimensional sequence matching. It is tested in the applications of on-line signature verification and on-line handwritten character recognition.
In the SVM framework, we present implicit feature extraction in off-line handwritten
digit recognition, where the image is taken as sequences by simply ordering the pixels. For
unsupervised classification, we have proposed Generalized Regression Model to tackle the
clustering problem.
In chapter 2, we presented a novel similarity measure ER2 by extending R2 from the
Simple Regression Model. In Chapter 3, we show the application of ER2 in on-line signature verification. Signature verification systems can use ER2 coupled with optimal alignment to obtain an intuitive similarity score and high accuracy. Although the experimental
results are encouraging, further evaluation on large and real databases is necessary. When
using ER2 , no feature extraction is necessary. Just the X-, Y -coordinate sequences in their
original representations are used.
In Chapter 4, we propose ER2 -driven sequence classification. 2D shape recognition
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problems, such as on-line handwriting, can benefit from ER2 . ER2 speeds up conventional
SVM by making early classification decision when the input pattern is found to be very
similar to the samples of a certain class. For sequence classification based on SVM, RBF
kernel was found to be more suitable than DTW kernel, although DTW is usually more
robust than the Euclidean norm. The simulation results on adaptive on-line handwritten
character recognition are encouraging. The writer-dependent character recognition accuracy was above 94% without explicit feature extraction.
In Chapter 5, off-line handwritten digit recognition is implemented by incorporating
both PCA and RFE in the standard SVM. The accuracy of featureless recognition was
98.14% (see Table 5.8). With FR-SVM, no feature is explicitly defined. PCA reduces the
dimensions and RFE selects the most discriminative features (the ”features” are original
data with simple preprocessing). By choosing the proper number of principle components
and the number of top ranked features for each pair of classes, a significant speedup in
SVM evaluation can be achieved while maintaining accuracy. The speedup enables the
featureless handwritten digit recognition from a practical point of view.
In Chapter 6, we presented GRM by generalizing the traditional Simple Regression
Model. GRM gives the measure GR2 , which is a new measure for linearity of multiple
sequences. GR2 based algorithm can test the linearity of multiple sequences all at once and
cluster massive sequences with high accuracy and efficiency.
We implemented supervised and unsupervised sequential pattern classification when
explicit feature extraction is absent for a variety of applications, ranging from on-line signa-
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ture verification to similar trends discovery, from on-line handwritten character recognition
to off-line handwritten digit recognition. Explicit feature extraction for sequential patterns
can be avoided when: i) a direct similarity measure such as ER2 is available or ii) efficient
learning classifier such as FR-SVM (Feature Reduced Support Vector Machine) is present.

7.1 Future Work

Future work includes conducting more experiments on on-line handwritten data, mainly the
benchmark database UNIPEN. Since explicit feature extraction is avoided, the recognition
can be language independent. We can test the recognition method on different languages,
such as English, Chinese and Hindi. In the future, it might be also valuable to systematically
compare the handwriting recognition with and without explicit feature extraction. Chapter
5 serves as an exploration in the feasibility of off-line handwriting digit recognition without
explicit feature extraction.
In sequential pattern classification, explicit feature extraction has been shown to be not
always necessary. How about in regular pattern classification? Will the explicit feature
extraction also be avoidable? Future work will continue to explore this direction.
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